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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the solution of equations of the form 

G(^\,oc)=0, G; R X X->X, where X is a real Sanach space. Such equations 

are often called non-linear eigenvalue problems. If oc*) is a

solution for which is invertible, there are well-known

existence and uniqueness results for solutions near , which are

easily made constructive. Kowever, in this thesis, we are interested in 

solutions for which is not invertible, and specifi

cally in the case when has only a 1-dimensional null-space.

Our approach is to apply the Newton-Kantorovich theorem, first to 

determine these so-called singular points, and second to compute nearby 

solutions. In the former case we modify the equations to avoid singular 
systems, and in the latter case we obtain accurate starting values which 

compensate for the near-singularity of G^(\,x.j. Hence the advantages 

of a quadratically convergent method are retained*

Chapter 1 contains a brief, general introduction to non-linear 

eigenvalue problems in which we distinguish between the two important 

types of singular point, turning points and bifurcation points. In 

Chapter 2 we consider the common case G(X,oj = 0 for arbitrary' \ . Thus 

(X,o) is a solution, the singular points can be computed by

standard methods, and the major difficulty is to determine solutions

» near (VT, o) , with non-zero X-component. Turning points are 

the subject of Chapter 3» where we show how to compute both the points 

themselves and the solutions beyond them. In Chapter 4 we consider the 

problem of bifurcation points in a similar way and, finally, the stab

ility of such points under small perturbations is discussed in Chapter 5»
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CHAPTER 1

Î ]TRODUCTION

In this thesis we are concerned with the solution of equations 

of the form
Gl\,3c) = 0 , (1.1)

where XeR, -Ke% (a real Banach space), and G is a continuously differ

entiable operator from R x X to X. If is a solution of

(1.1) and , X,*) j the Prechet derivative of G wixh respect to oc

at (̂X*, x.®) j possesses a bounded inverse on X, then the implicit function 
theorem guarantees the existence of a, b > o such that, for cl ̂

(1.1) has a solution oc(_̂X) unique in the ball \loc-x®\\<Vr and x(̂ V) 

is continuously differentiable. As x(J>f )-x®,we have a unique smooth 
curve of solutions of (l.l), denoted by C  , passing through (̂\®,x.®) 

as shown in Figure 1.1.

Fig. 1.1 Solut ion-Curve through (X’j x®) .



In this thesis we are exclusively interested in solving (l.l) near 

solutions where is not invertible, and therefore

the implicit function theorem cannot be applied. This means that there 

may well be no solution or more than one solution Dc "near" x'* of (l.l) 

for X "near" X* . The term generally used to describe this behaviour 

is bifurcation theory, although different authors have slightly differs: 

definitions of the concept.

In many cases there is an explicitly known, smooth solution curve P  

with X*') e P  and invertible for (,X,x')eP - (̂ \\ x*) .

The implicit function theorem can be applied at all points of P  , 

except (̂ X*”, j however at this point we cannot gaaranxee uniqueness 

of the solution. The radii of the balls of ûni que ness given by the 

theorem shrink to zero as (̂ X̂ , x*^ is approached along P  and there may 

be a sequence f  I?  with satisfying (l.l), and
X" X* . A simple illustration of this is the linear example

X=a*^ and
X  , (1.2)

where A is a linear operator and I is the identity. The explicitly known 

curve P  is CX,o), which is a solution of (1.2) for all X . However 

uniqueness only holds if X is not an eigenvalue of A i.e. if 

is non-singular. For if X* is an eigenvalue of A and cjj* a corresponding 

eigenvector, then (̂X**, is a solution of (1.2) for all real a.

F 1̂ . 1 SoLu-tlorv. - set (A~XT^3C =0



Returning now to the general non-linear problem (l.l), in many 

cases either =o for all X or the equation can easily be

changed to this form. The solution curve is referred to as

the "trivial solution", and if a non-trivial solution cuzr/e

branches away from it then this is called "bifurcation from the trivial 

solution". In Chapter 2 we consider the problem of starting from the 

trivial solution and computing these non-trivial bifurcating curves.

With other problems, where is not necessarily zero, a

solution cur/e may not be known, explicitly, but we are concerned with 

calculating one. If is a solution of (l.l) and Ĝ (̂ >T,%")

is invertible, tnen the implicit function theorem not only gives the 

existence and uniqueness of a solution curve (^\ , as in Fig.

1.1 , but can also be used to construct it. There are many other 

ways of computing this curve, most being derived by differentiating (l.l) 

to obtain
= O . (1.3)

As Gx.(,\,x) is invertible near tc*) this equation can be written as

an initial-value problem

ck X
, (1,4)

and then, under suitable smoothness conditions on G, any of the methods 

for solving ordinary differential equations may be used. Additionally ■ 

we have (1.1), and thus a popular predictor-corrector pair is Euler’s 

method applied to (1.4) and Newton’s method applied to (l.l).
a) + A x  ex')

= (1.5)
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= GC*̂ (̂ X*-v'î>'>s') -V ?>X*̂  -T=0 ^\,X, ...

with  ̂x(^X*+SX^ as t —> «5.

The crucial question with these continuation methods is step—control 

i.e. the choice of the increment SX . However if this is adequately 

answered the method can be used successfully to construct the solution- 

curve L^ ^  W )  nntil a point (̂ X*, cc*) is approached at which Qat IX,x) 

is not invertible. For theoretical convergence SX m-'ust then be taken 

smaller and smaller and the singular point is never actually reached.

In practice the continuation method is likely to try to ".jump over" che 

singularity and will probably break down or converge only slowly according 

to the type of singularity encountered.

One type of singularity only occurs because we are trying to para

metrise the solution curve using X and could disappear if some other 

parametrisation were used. For example suppose the solution cur/e is 

expressed as ( X (s) ̂ x (.9)̂ ̂ vith (̂S*) ̂ x  where s is

an independent parameter. The analogue of (1.5) is

CÏ̂ (.XCs),xt.5)) ixU) + Gv̂ (\(.s),x(.0)'|XCs) = O, (1.6)
5 As

and if i^L^) is invertible, (1.6) gives a unique normalised

solution for f ^ j  ̂ However if the null-snace of Gr*(X*yX*)
A.S As /

is 1 - dimensional and (̂X’*', x*) is not in the range of

(1.6) still has a unique normalised solution, but with = O,
As

Under additional assumptions it can be shown that there is a unique 

solution curve passing through (̂X*̂ x*) , but it is "perpendicular” to 

the X -axis at ( X*^x*) . The type of behaviour

which may occur is shown in Figure 1,5.



Pig. 1.3 a) Quadratic Type b) Cubic Type

In these cases (  ̂x.*) is called a TUBjNIHG POIîfl?. In particular, 

in Pig. 1.3 a), is called a LIMIT POILT? as solutions only

exist locally for X ̂  In Chapter 3 we examine the problem of

computing turning points and the curves passing through them.

Another type of behaviour is possible if x*) is in the

range of (_X̂, cc*) . If we again assume that the null-space of 

is 1 - dimensional, spanned by say, and that Gr% is 1-1

from some complement N of {.ÿ*} in X onto the range of ,

then (1.6) has a two dimensional solution-space

= oCj. ,dl5 (1.7)
where (X, ̂ are arbitrary constants and v*is the unique member c.

N satisfying

W »  . (1.8)
With additional assumptions on G one can show that there are two 

distinct solution curves, El and  ̂passing through •



Fig. 1.4 Secondary Sifirrcation Point

In this case is usTially called a secondary BIFURCATION POINT,

to distinguish between bifurcation points on the trivial solution, which 

are usually referred to as primary bifurcation points. In Chapter 4 we 

consider the problem, of computing secondary bifurcation points and the 

different solution curves passing through them.

Of course, in solving equations of the form (l.l) numerically, we 

must construct finite dimensional', approximations and G[ to x and Q" 

and consider the equation

= 0 , (1.9)
where rxe and G  : if secondary bifurcation, as in Figure 1.4j

occurs for equation (l.l), this may well be destroyed for the approx

imation (1.9), and the following types of behaviour can appear.



Fig. 1.5 Imperfect Bifijrcation

Comparing Figures 1.4 and 1.5 we see that bifurcation no longer occurs 

as the solution curves do not cross. In fact Pj consists of approx

imations to a half-branch of IT, and and similarly for ÎTs. ,'Cs

and n  . We term this behaviour imperfect bifurcation and describe, 

in Chapter 5, how the solution curves may be computed and how one may 
"jump" from one curve to another.

The main technique used to solve these various bifurcation equations 

is the Newton-Kantorovich method. Of course we are always working near 

a point X*) for which %*). is not invertible, and this

demands careful consideration. In determining turning points and 

bifurcation points we modify the equations under consideration so that we 

are dealing with non-singular operators. In computing the solution curves 

near singular points we derive accurate starting approximations which 

compensate for the near-singularity.
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CHAFTER 2

BIFURCATION FROM TEE TRIVIAL SOLUTION

2.1 Introduction

Throughout this chapter we consider the solution of
Gr(,X,^) = O , (2.1,1)

where G is a continuously differentiable operator from R x X to X and 

G r , o)=0 for all \ . We are interested in solutions of (2.1.1), 

with non-zero x-component, near a point o) for which (̂ \\ o) 

is not invertible. In contrast to later chapters we assume that singular 

points on the trivial solution are relatively easy to compute, and we do 

not discuss this problem.

If wV* denotes the null-space, the range, and the

conjugate (Taylor / 2 ^ , p. 215) of a bounded linear operator L> the 

following assumptions are made about Gr.. CX*,o) .

a) jV is 1 - dimensional and spanned by
b) JY ^ is 1 - dimensional and spanned by

c) 'K {Gx (̂ x\ o) ^ is closed.

•Under these assumptions we can show that a restriction of 

is invertible. Let be a bounded linear functional, of unit norm, 

and X  such that

a) (2.1.3)
b) .

The existence of such elements follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem. 

Defining the projections
a) Q  X. = (-*Çx) <(i* (2.1.4)

L*cr)



b) Px = DC - %* ,

we may decompose X into the direct sums

a) e N (2.1.5)

b) ® ,
where N is the range of Q, or equivalently the subspace of X annihilated 
by L* , Now, because Gr«(̂ X*,o) is 1-1 on N, Gtx:(̂ \*,o) has a bounded 
inverse M, by the open-mapping theorem, when considered as an operator 

from N to o)̂  .

In certain cases there is a natural choice of I’’’ and N. If
so that 0 is a simple eigenvalue of C5tx.(̂X’̂,o) , and N -'K‘̂Gtx(.X*o)15
is an obvious possibility. If X is a Hilbert space and GTx C.X.'*’, o') 

self-adjoint then we may take N - , where _L is the orthogonal
complement. However to simplify (2.1.4a) we shall in future assume that
rc9>')= i.

The conditions above, (2.1.2), are not, however, sufficient for 
bifurcation to occur at (X*,o) . A simple counter-example is X=R and 

G ( X , % ) =  ( 2 .1 .6 )

for which CX,o^ is the only solution. Thus we need an extra condition 

on G.

In exâmple (2.1.6) 0 is an eigenvalue of Gx(.X,o) for all X .

If we eliminate this possibility by assuming that for X close to, but not
equal to, X*, 0 is not an eigenvalue of  ̂then topological

degree theory can be used to show that bifurcation occurs. However this 

approach is non-constmotive and no uniqueness of the non-trivial solutions 

near (X\o) can be asserted. For example, consider X-H and
e(,v,x) = bc , (2.1.7)

which has n non-trivial solutions



^  L ( X) = x'" (2.1,8)
passing through. IX*) o') = (,0 0̂) .

This digression was meant to show the importance of an additional 

condition on Çr(,XjOc) to ensure the existence of a unique bifurcating 

solution-curve. The condition that we choose is that the mixed second- 

order derivative, *̂ \-tCX,'x) exists, is continuous, and

, (2.1.9)
or equivalently -̂ *(̂ Gr̂ xCX* . As the following theorem shows, this

assumption not only guarantees a punctured neighbourhood of X*" in which

is non-singular, but also bounds the rate at which l\Gix(,X,o)'\\->oo 

as X-»X* . However first we prove a very useful lemma which will be 

referred to throu^out the thesis.

Lemma 2.1

Let L be a bounded linear operator satisfying (2.1,2) and its 

consequences, and L, a bounded linear operator such that  ̂O •

If
o <  \<<\< v̂ \iM\\upuiiL.i\(v,-v\\\.,\\)y' (2.1.10)

then L-+olL^ has a bounded inverse on X and
= o(_\rt.r'). (2.1.11)

Proof

Using (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) the equation
(,L + c<.L») DC = ^  (2.1.12)

is equivalent to the pair of equations
a) o ( . L V ) + \ ̂ • J-D j
b) L.OC. 4"0LPL&DL = .

Solving (2.1.13a) for L Ĉ ) in terms of y and Qx and inserting into 

(2.1.13b) gives



a) t*(TC') (2 l U )
b) La>^ + «(.{PL,0.9». -(Ÿ*LL,a%)/Y%L,ÿ')) PL,ÿ*]|

Because of the restriction on ioil in the lemma we may use the 

Banach perturbation theorem (Taylor /2^, p* I64) to invert (2*1.14b) 

and obtain Gx in terms of . Thus, by construction, Lt-ccL» is \-\ 

and onto X and therefore, by the open-mapping theorem, it has a bounded 

inverse. (2.1.11) follows readily from (2.1.I4)m 

Theorem 2.2

If (2.1.9) holds then B %>0 and K>0 such that, for 0<lX-X*\<Sj

Gr*.(̂ X,o) * exists and

. (2.1.15)
Proof

We may expand G tx.C^j®) about O) to obtain
<3r.̂ C>',0) = o)+(̂ \A*)e*>.C>'*,o) + Btx-x*) (2.1.16)

where \\ = o . The theorem is then proved by applying

the previous lemma to the operator O) and using the

Banach perturbation theorem to cater for the higher order term

The importance of (2.1*9) is shown in the next section where we 

prove that there is a unique non-trivial solution curve of (2.1.1) 

bifurcating away from. CX*, o) .

To conclude this section we note that, in the early investigations 

into bifurcation theory, Interest was focused on integral equations of the 

form

G ( \ , x ) =  (,XX-K)dc (2.1.17)
where K is a completely continuous operator. If O is a simple

eigenvalue of then (2,1.2b) and (2.1.2c) follow from the



Fredholm theory of such operators, and (2.1.9) holds since G r ^ x . = X ♦

Thus such results are special cases of ours.

In section 2.2 we introduce the Liapunov-Schmidt method, which is 

used throughout the thesis to obtain solutions of (1.1) near singular 

points. More recent constructive methods are briefly described in section 

2.3, and in section 2.4 we develop Newton's method in the form we require. 

Finally, in sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, Newton's method is applied in various 

ways to obtain the bifurcating solutions. Numerical results are given in 

2.8.

2.2 The Liapunov-Schmidt Reduction

In this section we describe a classical method for proving the 

existence and uniqueness of non-trivial bifurcating solutions of (2.1.1).

It originated in the work of Liapunov [ 27 , and has since been greatly

generalised into what is known as the alternative method (Cesari [ 5J7)*
From our assumptions (2.1.2) and (2.1.9) in the previous section we 

may expand GrC.Xjx') about to obtain

where R, (XjO ) = 0 for all \ , and R, has continuous first-order derivatives 

and a continuous mixed second-order derivative, all of which are zero at 

( O ). Now we decompose X, using (2.1.5a), and seek solutions of

+ =0 , (2.2.2)

where w, e N  and SX , g and ware "small". Expressing (2.2.2) in the form 

of (2.2.1) gives

(X*,o) w  %  ̂ (2.2.3)

and for this equation to be solvable the right-hand side must be in the 

range of G x  • If this is so then the "inverse" M of C3rx(,̂ *,0)j
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developed in the previous section, may be used to determine w. Thus, 

using the projection P of (2.1.4b), (2.2.3) is equivalent to the pair of 

equations
a) \v+ (\ ĵ )Ĉ *̂'*’ ̂ ) ^^ -̂ SX̂ €,̂ *-t-w) = o

(2.2.4)

(2.2.4a) can be written in the form

W  + T ( ^ X , £ j W ^ c O  (2.2.5)
with T : R x . R x N - ^ N  a ôontinuously differentiable operator and

hi = o , (2.2.6)
b w

and thus the implicit function theorem can be applied to show that

(2.2.4a) has a unique small scluuion wC"̂ \,e) for sufficiently small 8X

and e . By definition of T, w(SX,e) also has continuous first-order

derivatives and a continuous mixed second-order derivative with
b.w(̂o,o)  ̂W(o,o)_ o (2.2.7)
i 8x Xe

and hence
llwll = o + 11 \) . (2.2,8)

Having solved (2.2.4a) we may insert the solution w  (S\,t) into 

(2.2,4b) to obtain
+ Ri(sx,&) = o , (2.2.9)

where &. = Ÿ " * non-zero by (2,1,9). Rg, is a higher- 
order operator from R^-»R with Ri(SX,o) = o for all S\ and

= o . (2,2.10)bSX b^Xt  ̂ ^
Of course (2.2.9) has the solution €=0 , SX arbitrary, and through

(2.2,4a) this gives w(8X,£)=o and so corresponds to the trivial solution.

We divide this out to give.

a  SX + R3(SX,E) = o (2.2.11)
where R3 (.SX,= S R»(SX,t) . Using (2.2.10) we see that R3 is

continuous with respect to t and continuously differentiable with
respect to 'bX , with

R, (0,0) ^ 3(0 ,0) = O , (2.2.12)



Thus the implicit function theorem can he applied to (2.2.11) to 

give a unique continuous solution for \e\ sufficiently small.

Inserting this into the solution w (8\,e) of (2.2.4a) shows that (2.2,2)

has a unique non-trivial solution curve
»a) \ (t) = X + SX (£)

bifurcating from (\*,o) .

As the implicit function theorem is itself constructive the above 

method can be used to actually compute the soluxion-curve. The calculaxion 

consists of two iterations, an outer loop to solve (2.2.4b), and an inner 

loop to solve (2.2.4a).
0 v/° = 0

L l»n. where

v“*'
+ M  ? R, v'')

SX"'" =

(2.2.14)

Eeplaoing -(x-\

gives the simpler form
9X*'=0 w°=o (2.2.15)

whereV/""- Liw, v'̂
V*r W "

SX" - Cae)’' Ÿ*(.& w"*')) .

2.5 Constructive Methods for Bifurcating Solutions

The Liapunov-Schmidt method described in the previous section is
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not very efficient for practical purposes as it requires the solution of 

a non-linear system of equations at each iteration. Here we briefly 

describe two methods which have been developed more recently and which 
do not have this drawback,

2.3.1 Keller's Iterative Method

This procedure was originally developed for the solution of differ

ential equations in Keller /I6/ and has since been generalised by Keller

and Langford ̂ 1^.

The basic idea is to reverse the order of the Liapunov-Schmidt 

method and first solve (2.2,4b) for \ , This value can then be inserted

into (2,2.4a.) and this equation solved for w. This means that only one
non-linear scadar equation need be solved at each iteration. Using the 

notation of the previous section the iteration is
w®= o (2,3.1)

= Uvn
-  t r

z - (<X £)“' W

The projection P is not needed as the inner iteration ensures that the 

right-most component of the last equation is in the domain of K,

In Keller and Langford the iteration is changed slightly to improve 

convergence and additional assumptions are made about the higher-order 

operator R to give convergence rates for the iterates in terms of £ ,

The above iteration still has the disadvantage that a non-linear 

scalar equation must be solved at each step, but a modification of 

De moulin and Chen avoids this. They re-write (2.2.2) in the form



G c x w  = w  (2,3.2)
+ £ (\-X) Gx\ (X\ o) <j>*L* )

(2.3.3)

and this gives the iteration 
S X** = o w  ® - o
SX"' = - ceo^r V  w))
w*" = w "  - w") + t(SX’"'-iX'')6̂ »(.X*,o)̂ *̂

which just consists of a linear system at each step,

2.3.2 Implicit Function Method

In J_ 8_y Crandall and Rabinowitz modify (2,2.2) and then use the 

implicit function theorem to prove very general results about the 

occurrence of bifurcation. This method can also be used to compute the

bifurcating solutions. As the implicit function theorem guarantees the

uniqueness of solutions the trivial solution must be removed, and this is 
achieved by solving (2,2.2) for X and w in terms of s and "dividing out"

the trivial solution €=0 , Thus, 'writing • v̂ = (k,wj we define

H = e“* G CXj (2.3.4)
for ZfO , where E : (E x N) x R —>X. This definition can be extended

to £ = 0 by continuity to give

+w) (2.3.5)

Now, with ) H C 0^=0 and we wish to use the implicit

function theorem to construct a non-trivial solution with

Letting 2 % Rx N the derivative of H is defined by
a) Gx(X,£(^ÿ* + w)) -v(5rxCX,£(<J>»̂ w))v

for Sf O (2,3.6)
b) = yL Gx^(,x ,o)((̂ ’̂i-w) + <a3,(̂ X,o) V ,

and so H is continuously differentiable with respect to and o)

is invertible by (2.1.9), Thus the implicit function theorem can be used
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to construct the bifurcating solution by means of the

iteration

= V W  (2.3.7)
with .

Expressing this in terms of the original operator G gives
w*- O (2.3.3)

V  - Y*(GC\\ £ (̂ ÿ* W^)))

It can be seen that this is the same iteration as (2.3.5); Demoulin and
Chengs modification to Keller's method.

2.4 iTewton's Method

In this section we state the standard theorems on the convergence 

of the Newton- Kantorovich method and its modified form, and then develop 

corollaries which can be applied more easily to bifurcation problems.

Throughout this section and denote general Banach spaces 

and the following theorem, due to Kantorovich (Kantorovich and Akilov 

Krasno ’ selskii ), is basic for the convergence of Nê wton's
method.

Theorem 2.3

Let S be a differentiable mapping from 2, to and oc® an 

element of "Z, such that has a bounded inverse, which satisfies
(i) llS»C=-“rSCx»)(U< rv

(ii) l|Sx 4
for all DC) s.t. U < R , < R .

Then)if and R^the equation S{p^)-0 has a
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solution DC* to which the Newton sequence

PC

converges, and the rate of convergence is given by 
11 D C D C *  11 4 .

If R< + then the solution 3c* is unique in the ball
B(dc%R).

We note that, for k<i:, satisfies the inequalities for R
in the theorem.

For bifurcation problems we will have a non-linear function 

depending on a real parameter, 6 say, and our equation will take the 

form
T  (S,Dc) = 0 T: . (2.4.1)

If we denote the initial approximation for Newton’s method by oc®(8>) 

then, for the examples we shall consider, x*(,°)=o and will not

exist. However > dc®(8')') ' will exist for 6 in a sufficiently small

punctured neighbourhood of zero with

'ii — » oo as 1%|— » O . (2.4.2)

Nevertheless a suitable choice of x®(S) may well lead to the corres

ponding and L(%) of Theorem 2,3 satisfying \v̂ C6)L(8)l —  ̂O as
\8\-->o and the theorem holding for sufficiently small non-zero S.

These ideas are embodied in the following corollary where we restrict 6 

to be positive, the negative case follows similarly.

Corollary 2.i

let T(*ÔjDc) be a mapping from xZ, to which is continuous in 

the first variable and continuously differentiable in xne second. Let 
DC*(£>) be a continuous mapping from to such that 

(i) T x  ' exists for 0< Sc S»
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(ii) 4 o<%<4,

(iii) V)-TxCS'i‘)'ill 4 LtS)\lV->v‘ll

for W yĵ'" - X® (%) \\ 4 “X  L = \ ) r and O < S < S ̂

(iv) v^(^)L(S)— > O as O .
Then there exists such that for 0< S<

a) T(9>jx) = o  has a continuous solution x*(S)

b) x*(S') is unique in the ball B (x®(8)̂  2

c) the Newton iteration
DC-' (^) = %"(%) - Tx IS, T(^S ) X* w )  nzo,\,%, ...

converges to .

Proof

The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 because kl"̂ )< % 
for sufficiently small S ■

The convergence rate of Theorem 2.3 also holds and we note that, if
the speed with which k(8)->0 is known e.g. V\(83=0(8^) then it can

be expressed in terms of S*

Ve now move on to consider the modified Newton method, whose 

convergence is given by the following standard theorem.

Theorem 2.5

Let 5 be a differentiable mapping from Z ̂ to and x® an

element of Z, , for which Sx(^“) ' exists, which satisfies

(i) 115xC=‘-)"5C’-»)\l< R

(ii) l\S=c 4 L  ttx-^U
for all DC,such that \\dc-x ®1\< R and R .

Then, if k~ iqLck. and \C^“C'”2.K)̂ *')/k4 K , the equation S(.̂<̂) = 0 has a
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solution DC* to which the modified Newton sequence

DC— ' = ' S ....
converges, and the rate of convergence is given by 

11%— .

If K. then X* is unique in the ball BC^*jR) •

In fact the modified Newton method consists simply of considering 

the operator
A(X) = X  W  (2.4,3)

as a contraction mapping in the ball , with

Lipschitz constant I , Thus, when considering its application 

to (2.4.1)» we merely make sufficient assumptions for this to be so.

Theorem 2.6

Let T(^S,x) be a mapping from R*xZ^ to Z,. which is continuous 

in the first variable and continuously differentiable in the second. Let 
be a continuous mapping from R* to Z, such that

(i) Tx. ,Dc®(S)) exists for 0<6<8,

(ii) t m  C%, 4 for
(iii) l\Tx(.5.,0C»W)-'{ ? : . ( . % , C >^0-T(S^O)hl

4 R,C^)

for all such that < 3L r̂(,S) l=\,i and for Oc 8,
(iv) <̂ (8) —  ̂O as O .

Then there exists such that for 0< 8 < 8̂.

a) T  has a continuous solution

b) X*C^) is unique in the ball
c) the modified Newton iteration

%""'(.%) = - T^(.4,5c»(.S)fT('4,x''C«>)) K=o,v,i,...
converges to dc*(.̂ )



d) the rate of convergence is given by

Proof

We simply apply the contraction mapping theorem to

^ (2.4,4)

with S sufficiently small for .

If the rate at which O is known, and also an expression

for in terms of 6, then the convergence rate in d) above can be
given in terms of S,

It often occurs that we do not wish to apply the modified Newton 
method exactly, but merely som'e approximation to it e.g.

 ̂T , (2.4.5)

where T{^) is a linear operator which approximates j in

some sense. Because we are just using the contraction mapping theorem, 

if conditions (i) to (iv) of Theorem 2.6 hold with replaced

by ~V{%) then so do the conclusions.

In section 2.3 we briefly described some of the special methods used 

to compute non-trivial bifurcating solutions of (2.1.1). Now we wish to 

apply the Newton-Kantorovich method to this problem, and there are two 

main ways of implementing it.

Since (2.1.1) is an equation from R x X to X, it is perhaps mcsx 

natural to fix X , say, and then to compute the Newton iter ax es

by solving equations in X i.e.
Gr^(\,pc’')C^'”'-x'') = -Gt(.\,x"). (2.4.6)
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Eopeiully this will produce the bifurcating solution at but,

as in the linear case (Fig. 1.2), the non-trivial solutions may only 

exist for • However, under additional assumptions which prevent

this, we show, in sections 2.6 and 2.7» how suitable starting values may 

be constructed which guarantee convergence. Rates of convergence in terms 

of SX are also developed,

Newton's method can also be applied in the following way. Let 

be a one-dimensional subspace of X spanned by oc», with = \ , and

X% a complement of X ̂ in X. Then (2*1.1) can be '/Written in the form
Gr(_V,ot(x, + Xj))= O (2.4.7)

with oLeR and oc%e . Tf cL is kept fixed, then (2.1.7) is a mapping 

from to X and the Newton, iterates are given by
4- (2.4.3)

or, dividing through by ot,
OxCx’',^tx.*xi'))c=cr'-5cr) t (2.4.3)
ct-'U^'-X') &x(Xp <x(.x..xî)) = SiVpctCx.-^x.n) .

Under certain conditions this will converge to the non-trivial solution

whose component in X is OL . A natural choice for X, is

as we know, from section 2.2, that, for \̂ \ s’ufficienxly small, a non

trivial solution exists whose component in is oC • This

method is investigated in section 2.5 and leads to results which link up 

with those of section 2.3.

In Chapter 4 we look at general bifurcation points, i.e. net 

necessarily on the trivial solution, and mention how the methods developed 

there can be specialised to the problems of the uresent chanter.
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2.5 Newfon's Method with, e as Parameter

In this section iterations of the form (,2.4.8), with X, = 

and X x “N  are considered. As we are iterating with w) N , we 

introduce the space Y = R x N, which becomes a Banach space under the

norm

il-^lly= (2.5.1)

and define the operator H : R x Y X by

. (2.5.2)
We oen compute the Mewton. iterates W(t) = vy"W) for (2.5.2)^

which are now sho'/m. to converge to the bifurcating solution of (2,1,1), 

of. (2.2.15),

First we consider the modified Newton method

C . ( 2 . 5 . 5 )

Theorem 2.7

For fixed £ , sufficiently small, the Newton iterates (2.5.3)» 

with starting approximation , converge to the bifurcating

solution

Proof

We verify the conditions of Theorem 2.6,Firstly,

\ ( . E , Y )  = ( 2 . 5 . 4 ,

+ (. & x ( X * , £^ ’) - O) )

and thus, as &xC^*5̂ ) inversible operator from Y to X
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by (2.1#9j» and the other terms are of higher order in ^ , we may use 

the Banach perturbation theorem to show that ' exists for
sufficiently small f O  ̂ and

= • (2.5.5)
Secondly,

(2.5."
= Gr(X*,€^*) - Grx:(,X*jO')<ĵ  )

and so

= o ('^0 (2.5.7)
and

II V)*' H (.t.vj;) 11 ̂ K. Ct) (2,5.8)
where as O . Thirdly, if 2*" )̂  ) and

W  , then

)“ HC.tj'z-')) (2.5.9)

and, if we write , and similarly for and ,
)~ ^ x C \ ^ f c (2.5.10)

and thus

11 (2.5.11)
4 \t\ lU'-^Ml

where  ̂O as €.—> 0 . Combining (2.5.5) and (2.5.11) we see that

the conditions of Theorem 2.6 hold and the theorem is proved»
/

If more information is known about the operator G we can express 
the rate of convergence in terms of t . Suppose

QCXy^:) = 6 x(.X,0 )%. + f\(.\,3c) , (2.5.12)
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v/'here

||RU,x)-aCX,i)l| & (2.5.15)

with 1̂ 3 bounded and p^rZ , and

t|(âx.lX,o) -GrxxCk»->o)H = 0(lX-^i\) ; (2.5.14)

then the following corollary holds.

CorolIajT/ 2.6

Under the additional assumptions (2.5.12-14) the rate of convergence 

of the modified Newton method in Theorem 2,7 is given by

II 6 . (2.5.15)

Proof

Using the extra information we can express K, (t) and of

the previous theorem in terms of % ,
K.Ct) = OCltr-') and k x W  = , (2.5.16)

and the corollary follows *

Expressing (2,5.15) in terms of X and  ̂instead of

J gives

which are the same rates as Keller’s method in section 2,5. If, instead 

of the exact modified Newton method, we use the approximation to 
given by

e &»CX*,o) Gtx,c(.X‘,o)^* , (2.5.18)

a similar result to Corollary 2.8 follows, with the convergence rate havin, 

the same powers of € . In fact this iterative scheme is just Demoulin 

and Chen’s modification to Keller’s method (see (2.5.5)), In this case
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we do not even require the differentiability of R with respect to x  

but merely a Lipschitz condition of the form (2.5.15) •

For the sake of completeness we briefly give the res’ults of xhe 
usual Newton method applied to this problem

C.t') = ̂  ~ . (2.5.19)

At the moment we shall just make the assumptions necessary to obxain 

convergence results and afterwards consider additional conditions of the 

form (2.5.14). However we need Lipschixz conditions on the derivatives 
of G
a) II (g, 6
i=) 4 . (2O.20J

Theorem 2.9

For fixed E , \̂ \ sufficiently small, the Nê wton iteration (2,5.19) » 

with starting approximation , converges to the bifurcating
solution .

Prooj

We verify the conditions of Corollary 2.4. It has already been 

shown, in Theorem 2.7, that for sufficiently small f£\fo

(i) exists with 11 V*)ll ~ ̂ ')
(ii) kv(.t) with as t-»o.

We therefore proceed to estimate a Lipschitz constant for

(2.5.21)
where Uz"- and W*” = (, p." j v ̂

(2.5.22)
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and thus, using (2.5.^0) and î) above,

H 11 $  k , U a ' - ^ - - \ \ .  ( 2 . 5 . 2 5 )

As K<j K ,((-)-> O as £-̂  o the conditions of Corollary 2.4 hold ■

If, as in Corollary 2.6, we know more information about the operator

G, the rate of convergence can be expressed in terms of €. .

Corollary 2.10

If can be 'written in the form
GrCXjPt) = Gt*(\, o )3c + R(X,pc) , (2.5.24)

where

1 | R ( . X , % - )  11 4 K <,(.%') 1 1 % ( 2 . 5 . 2 5 )

with f >/2 and bounded, then the convergence rate for the iteration

(2.5.19) is

l l Y W - ' i ' W i t  6 C k.=  l t i ' - ' f . ( 2 . 5 . 2 6 )

ProoJ

Because K»(,£■) = O  ( \ ') the result follows immediately from the 

last theorem and Corollary 2.4 •

Writing (2.5.26) in terms of X and oc we obtain
a) \\oc'‘(.£)-bcn«-M\4 Ck-Ul’-'h""
■0) ( x n e h ' f ” kjehvz"-'.

We complete this section by considering the choice of K in the 

finite dimensional case. In general, it would appear that the following 

would be the easiest to implement. Let <f>̂ be the largest component, in 

modulus, of (now an n - vector). Let
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= s 4 X  (2.5.2c)
and so N is the subspace of K annihilated by L , i.e. the subspace 01

n - vectors whose sth component is zero. In this case the difference 

between the n:cn matrices and v̂ )jX=€p*+wand

only appears in the Sth column, which, for H , consists of

( y X ) , Further aspects of this problem are brought out in later 

chapters.

2.6 Newton’s Method with X as Par anameter

In this section we shall show that Ne’wton iterations of the form 

(2.4*6) will converge under appropriate conditions. Although-this method 

is not as general as that of section 2.5 it has several advantages. In 
applications X  is often an independent physical parameter and solutions 

are required for particular values of this parameter. Also, in finite 

dimensional approximations to continuous problems, the matrix 
is often of special form, e.g. banded, and we would like to keep this 

structure when solving sets of linear equations.

We assume that 6r(.X̂ x) can be written in the form

G(^X,x) = GtxCX,o)x+C(^X)x  (2.6.1)

where, for each X , C(V!) is a bounded homogeneous operator of degree p)>% 

and I) is a higher-order operator satisfying

a) llDtk,bc)U

with <̂ lCX) bounded v.= ',Z . For information about homogeneous and 

multi-linear operators see Krasnosel*skii t Vaisberg and Trenogin

/50/, or Rail l^£J* We shall use the result that if C is a homogeneous 

operator of degree p derived from a symmetric p-linear operator C then

Cx. (.^)^ ~ p (2.6.3)
(p-0

, (2.6.2)
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and so
. C>: (̂ x-)xc p C X (2.6.4)

The following Lipschitz conditions are also needed
a) Hdx>Ck,0)

b) HCC\)-Ct^x)H= OQX-t-\) .
(2.6.5)

Now, if xhe Liapimov-Schmidt analysis of section 2.2 is carried out,
(2.2.11) becomes

a^x =o, (2.6.6)

where

\s = f * { c { y ) i > * ) . (2.6.7)
In this section we shall assume that Irf o and consider some contrary 

cases in section 2.7. Thus (2.6.6) may be solved for £ in terms of SX 
to give

SCSX) = + 0(|4.X^") . (2.6.8)
Of course, if p is odd, (2,6.6) shows that S\ is of one sign for £

sufficiently small and we must keep to this sign when using (2.6.8),

In this case taking positive or negative roots will give the two values 

of L for a given « Using (2.6.8) we may substitute for *£ in the

expression, derived for w(SX,g.) in section 2.2^and thus obtain the 

bifucating solutions in terms of i.e. tc’̂(̂ X) . Always remembering

that for odd p we must consider each half-branch, with positive or 

negative root in (2.6,8), separately.

Now the first term of (2.6.8) can be used as a starting value for 

Newton’s method and we begin by proving the following theorem for the 

modified iteration
Gr()s*-t-SX, , (2.6.9)
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Theorem 2.11

For fixed SX sufficiently small the Newton sequence (2.6,9), with 
starting approximation

X.yî.\')= C-O.SX/lr)'''"' ji* , (2,6.10)

will converge to xhe bifurcating solution  ̂ provided that, if p
is odd, S\ is restricted to the sign of (-cx/b).

Proof

We verify the conditions of Theorem 2.6. Firstly 
G’x J Cac. X (? .6 .11 )

= o) + % X (̂ X% o) 4- C x \ s x ) )

+ {Gtx U  , o) - (X*, o) - S X (x̂ \ (V, o) ̂
t {.Cx - Cx ^

3y definition of 3c"(̂ SX)  ̂ and using (2.1.9) and (2.6,7) in Lemma 2,1, 
it follows that

&.CW,0) ^CxCX*,=^\SX)) (2.6.12)

is an invertible operator for sufficiently small lSX\fO. Additionally 
if \\-3̂\\ ~ I ,

OO) (2.6.15)

if X  6 o)Jand

004X1-) (2,6.14)

if ÎR‘̂ûîx(X*,0)'̂ , The other terms on the right-hand side of (2,6.11) 

are of higher-order in SX and so we may use the Banach perturbation 

theorem to conclude that ' exists and satisfies bounds
of the form (2.6.13-14), i.e. if U^\\=t

a) = 0(0 xe'5S<\Gr,,(xV)^
b) llû. (k,x*(4V))-‘ocll = OCl%>.r) . (2.6.15)



Secondly,

t + Ç2.6.I6)

= ^ d^(,x*,o) x’C-ix) ̂  Q.
+ i\ Gr^^(\',o)
+ {CL\')-CIX*)'^ a:"(%>'') +

and so, by definition of ^
a )  | | G ( . \ , x % S \ ' ) ) \ )  = 

but b) ') .

Because is the subspace of X annihilated by ve may

combine (2.6,15) and (2,6.17) to obtain
II Cx>:C\, 4 K,(S\) (2.6.18)

where K»(^X) =0(̂ 1 S X I • Thirdly, if 2." 1= i,l satisfy Ij2 <  

Z^iC&Ojthen

&^(.X,x'CSX'))Ci.'-îO - U G , z ’) (2.6,19)

and, using (2.6.2),(2.6.15) and the homogeneity of C, it follows that
WCt\))(.%'-Ẑ ) - ((j IX,%') (2.6.20)

4 kg4,v.)
where Ki (4\) = 0(_\4\\ ' ') •

Thus the conditions of Theorem 2.6 hold and the theorem is proved.

The convergence rate is given by

- II 4 (k^ . (2.6.21)

Comparing (2.6.21) with Corollary 2.8, using € as the parameter, we 

see that the convergence rate is the same for p = 2 but slower for
p > 2.

If instead of the usual modified Newton method, we replace Q’xĈ >it*(SX)) 
by an approximation, such as
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a) 6xC\,0)  ̂
or b) ■*■ ̂ ^*^xx(.V,o) -t-CxCW, X. (,4V))

it is easy to see that a modification of Theorem 2.11 holds, with the 

same convergence rate in terms of . In this case it is not necessary" 

for D to be differentiable with respect to oc , a Lipschitz condition of 
the form

|\ î(V, ) - Î(V, |\ i A, (X) (te-W’ ̂ ) l\ (2.0.23)

with bounded, is sufficient.

We now proceed to consider the full Newton method

 ̂ (2.6.24)
and for this we require a Lipschitz condition on

ll3)xtX,i‘)- 3>UX,z5l\«dl..(X)0l^‘tt''MUMhGUs‘-^M| . (2.6.25)

Theorem 2.12

For fixed SX sufficiently small the Nê wton iteration (2.6.24) 

will converge to the bifurcating solution when the starting

approximation is given by (2,6.10), with SX similarly restricted if p 

is odd .

Proof

We check the conditions of Corollary 2.4. From the last theorem, 
for sufficiently small SX * O ,

(i) CX, exists with ll^jcCX, |\î=0(̂ \SX\ )

(ii) «ex(.v,x*(4\))"Gt(\,x‘'(4v))iu k.(tx) with k,(sv)--oC\4\U'-').
Now we estimate a Lipschitz constant for

G»C\,x'(4\)) ‘tex(.X,î')"GxC'XjW)1j (2.6.26)

where 11 .
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GxCX.î') = CxCXy'z') - C x ( \ ,%"-) (2.6.27)
+ î>x(.X,Z‘) -3>xC>v,2")

and using the homogeneity of C(̂ X) with (2,6,25) and (i) above gives

ll0xCV,x-(4V))"{<3cx(\,Z')-&x(\,z‘)^lU k.(.4V')Ui‘-2.'-U (2.6.28)
with KsC^X) = 0 ( \ 4 V \ . Thus Corollary 2,4 can be applied and we 

obtain the convergence rate
11 rc"(.4\) - x * ( 5.X)llé ■' « (2.6,29)

This theorem is illustrated by numerical results in section 2,3,

2.7 Newton’s Method with X as Parameter - Degenerate Case

In this section we consider two of the more commonly occurring 

situations when b defined by (2.6.7), is zero. Of course, it is impossible 
to use X as a parameter for all problems because the bifurcating solutions 
may only exist for \=XT, It is assumed that G can be written

(2.7.1)
where each is a homogeneous operator of degree k» see (2.6.1),
and D is a higher-order operator satisfying (2,6.2) with p replaced by m.

We also assume that Gx\CX,o) satisfies (2.6.5a) and each Ck(X) 
satisfies (2.6.5b). Attention is restricted to hn$Zp-\ and we consider 

the two sub-cases »vv<.Ẑ-\ and rK_rp-\ separately,

2.7.1 m  < Zp-1

By analogy with (2.6.7) it is assumed that 

a) yCCkCxGy)*) =o p«k<.m 
but b) Ijx, = y *  CCn, ^ O .

The Liapunov-Schmidt analysis of section (2.2) can be repeated so that

(2.2,11) becomes
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OlSX +l£r“04\\-^Ul)) = O  , (2.7.3)

which can be solved for £ in terms of to give
+ O  (^\S»X\'^"') . ( 2 . 7 . 4 )

As in the previous section, see (2.6.3), if m is odd the sign of SX must 

be restricted and positive and negative roots taken in (2.7*4). This 

expression for £ is then substituted into v/(£)\,£) of section (2.2) to 
give the bifurcating solutions in terms of SX, .

The first term on the right-hand side of (2,7.4) can now be used as an. 
initial approximation for (SX^ .

Before proving the convergence of the modified and full Newton's 

methods we need to introduce two new norms on X,
a) \1 =c W . = l\ I* (.X) f* + (SXi"’-"'’'*»-' Q  X  \\
b) , (2.7.5)

where L and Z* are defined in (2.1.3) and Pand Q in (2,1.4). The effect 
of (2.7.5a) is to multiply the component of %  in N by lSX\ and 

similarly (2.7.5b) for the component of in .

Throughout this section we denote X normed by \\ by Z, and X normed

by \\ W-x, by . The norms of linear operators from to "Ẑ will be 
denoted by \\ and similarly those from to by \\ .

Now we can prove the convergence of Newton’s method and we commence 

with the modified iteration (2.6.9).

Theorem 2.13

For fixed SX sufficiently small the Newton iterates (2,6.9), with 

starting approximation
= C-«.^X/^,vx) <p J (2.7.6)

converge to the bifurcating solution %.*(£X)' provided that, if m is odd
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Proof

Ve proceed as in Theorem 2.11, but using the new norms (2.7.5).

In the interest of rotational clarity we refer to the derivative of 

Ck(X)x with respect .to x at y as .
-  6 x C X , 0 )  ■^S^Ck-«, ,CX,xt£X))  ( 2 . 7 . 7 )

= Gtx Ĉ *, o) + + S
■*■ 6r x C ' X , o ) - G x C X * , o ) - S \ G x x C ^ * , C > )

Using zhe direct sums (2.1,5) we can express (̂ X,x*(S\)) as a 

decomposable operator (see Krasnosel ’ skii p. 402) with matrix
representation

G.l\,=:'W = u J  (2-7-8)

where Lui^P i \ )L%% : N —  ̂ etc.. The following bounds can also
be obtained from (2.7*2)

11 L „ 1 L  =  Oi^iW)  l l L , z l l . . =
11 L . . l l . a  =  1 1 L . J L =  o { \ )

and Lu and Lu are invertible for sufficiently small with
11Lh'IU,= ') \\Lix\\j^"^O(0 . (2.7.10)

Now, using simple algebra and writing T= Lx%L%%K L%%Li% with

K -Li*" LixLix Lx\ J which is invertible by the Banach perturbation

theorem for sufficiently small  ̂ we can show that '

exists with representation
( K'‘ -K'‘L,xLL^
VCLL.K-' l ; U t  j . (2.7.11)

If \ then (2.7.11) also shows that
a) llG*U,3c%4\)y'3cll, = OO) :x:e W.lGxCV,o)^
b) H&.(\,%'0\))"%11, bc^y{&x(W,0)y (2.7.12)



Continuing to verify the conditions of Theorem 2,6 we have
G, (\, 3C°0 V))= +3)(.\,x.-0xD (2.7.13)

= Gx (V ,0) 1X"(.4\) - Gx (W, O) 3C\4\) - G.vO*, o) 3C-0 V-)
+ SXGxx(.W,o)x\4\) x.°C4v)
+ 2  (CkO)-CkCx*)) -x.Xi\) + 3>(V,3c\4\)) 
k=?

and thus, using (2.7.2),
a) l|CxCX,x“(,'bM)Ĥ  = ^

but b) |y'(GCk,%:'(.S\)))i = . (2.7.14)

Combining (2.7.12) and (2.7.14) gives
\lGxCK,«n4Mr&(.X,xt4V))\l 4 K.C^V) (2.7.15)

where K,(SX) = 0 (̂\'SX\ •

Finally, if t = »,i satisfy ,

G x  I I y  - V) - (G - Gr G  ) V  )) (2.7.16)
= tCv-vCV,x-C4v))CV-')r*) - CCk(.V)u;-CK(.x*)y')k=f

ksf
- t  iCkW.j.'-CvCV*)V -Ck(.<)V3
+ T)xC'V,x*(,4V)')(,î *-y) -(5C^>V) 

and,using (2.7*2) and the homogeneity of the C^, gives

a) Ĉ 'C'v.V)” ‘̂(.̂ >5r))lU (2.7.1?)
4Kx(4V)llV-y\\,

but b) |y'(Gxl\, x%S\))(,,'.ŷ )_ 1
4 K, (.4X) \\y->4n\,

where Ki(4\)= 0(_\4vf' K»(.̂ V) = O(,V»V\ .

Combining (2.7.12) and (2.7.1?) we obtain 
II GxC>>,x»CS\))''{GxCV,x-(4V))(V-y)- II , (2.7.13)

4K.(,%v) Uy-fW,

where K h (.SX) - O .

Thus the conditions of Theorem 2.6. hold and the theorem is 

proved, with a convergence rate for the iterates given by



l\-x’' C ^ x ) 4 (Ky ) Kfc\£X\^’*'' . (2.7.19)

Using (2.7.5a) we can also express the convergence rate in the original
norm «

As in the previous section we can approximate 

in the modified Newton method and still retain the same order of con

vergence in powers of SX , i.e. using
a) C5r*(̂ X,o) ^ S  Ck-»,» (X,x\SX))

- (2.7.20)
or b) Gr% 4r ̂  Ck_. ilX .

We now consider the full Newton iteration (2.6.24) for which we 

need to assume a Lipschitz condition on of the form (2.6.25), with p 
replaced by m.

Theorem 2.14

For fixed SX sufficiently small the Newton sequence (2.6.24) will 

converge to the bifurcating solution x^C^X) when the starting approx

imation is given by (2.7.6); provided that SX is similarly restricted 

if m is odd .

Proof

Conditions (i) and (vi) of Corollary 2.4 have already been verified 

in Theorem 2.13, with i\(SX) = K» Ĉ X') = 0(^\S\y‘̂*̂''). We now show that 

condition (iii) holds.

If II  ̂ZK»{̂ SX) L = then

(2.7.21ksp J '■)



k=?
+ Si \5“ k-s* ) ~k=?

and, using (2.7.2) with the homogeneity of the Ĉ. and the Lipschitz 
condition on Dj-, we obtain

a) llĈ xLX, v̂‘) - Cr*.(̂ X,̂ )̂ll 4 C^X)

but b) 4 K9 C*®̂ ) H

where k^lSX) = and K, QSX) = O  .

Combining (2.7.12) and (2.7.22) gives
II GrxCX,x\S\))"\G,xl\'^')-GxlX,^^)^|^4K,l4X) (2.7.23)

where K<̂  (̂ 4X) = O (̂ \SX\ .

Ve can now apply Corollary 2.4 to prove the theorem, and give the 
convergence rate

4 ( K .. 16vf~")"*■'''' (2.7.24)
which can be expressed in terms of the original norm by using (2.7.5a) •

2.7.2 *TL - %p- I

The conditions, analogous to (2.7.2), which we impose on (2.7.1) 
in this section are

a) O
b) w*) ^

where W* = ~î'ACp(̂ X*) with M defined in section 2.1. The significance

of these assumptions becomes clear when the Liapunov-Schmidt analysis cf 

section 2.2 is carried out. The function w(£X,t) obtained by solving 

(2.2.5), is of the form

wC^x.t) = O(_\ey(\t\\i-\t0) (2.7.26)
and, when this is inserted into (2.2.4b), the counterpart to (2.2.11)



becomes
IX^\ \\£\ + \4W)) = O . (2.7.27)

With condition (2.7.25b) this can be solved for & in terms of 4X to 

give
£(4X)-  ̂̂  +0(\£\\^^‘) . (2,7.28)

Here, of course, we must restrict to the sign of (yo./V».,.) and then 

take positive and negative roots in order to obtain the bifurcating 

solutions for positive and negative £ .

The proofs of the convergence, of the modified and full Newton's 

methods are virtually the same as for h\<2p-l and so we merely state the 
theorems below. The two differences are

(i) the norms to be used instead of (2.7.5) are
a) * Q.xll
b) U (2.7.29)

(ii) the starting approximation used is
OC»(,SV) = t (,-a . (2.7.30)

Theorem 2.15

For fixed SX sufficiently small and of the same sign as 

the modified Newton iteration (2.6.9), with starting approximation given 

by (2,7.30), converges to the bifurcating solution X*(.£X) at a rate 
given by

ll:c''(,sx)-x.\6 \)l|, 4 (2.7.31)

For the full Newton method we need the extra assumption on D% given 
by (2.6.25), with p replaced by = lp-1.



Theorem 2.16

For fixed sufficiently small and of the same sign as ,

the Newton iteration (2.5.24), with starting value given by (2.7.30), 

converges to the bifurcating solution oc*(^\) at a rate given by

J 4 K»5l‘&x\  ̂7 ^’'"'. (2.7.32)

Numerical results for this theorem are given in the next section.



2.3 Numerical Results

We restrict ourselves to giving numerical results for continuation 

with X , as in sections 2.6 and 2.7.

The problem considered is the two point boundary-value problem

a) = O
(2.3.1)

b) ijCo) = 'itO = o .

The eigen-values and eigen-functions of the linearised problem are well- 
known to be

a)
,, . (2.8.2)b) (ÿ* = SihCkirx) .

The difference method used was

~ “ X ( + = o ' (2.8.3)
for I = \ ̂ , Ctv-0 with and = The eigen

values and eigen-vectors of the linearisation of the discretized problem 
are

a) X.̂  = - 4 vd SI C kn / (Zw))
b) S**v\ *L=Oj...̂ K

for k =■ L . The convergence of the solutions of such

approximations to those of the continuous problem was treated in Weiss 

Z”50j.

Three examples are given, with different X , C and D, to 

illustrate the previous theory. All iterations show quadratic convergence 
and were terminated when correct to 10 decimal places.



Examnle 1

Take 9-hd. D C'̂') = and consider the branch

from X’Ĵ = - dvx" Svn"̂  , By direct verification (2.6.7) holds

with p =• 2. We take n = 40 and the results are given in Table 1. The 

values quoted are the n/2 components of the vectors i.e. approximations 
to y(0.5).

Table 1

^X - 0.1

0.119427529 B-1

O.II94O8I33 E-1

O.II94O8II2 E-1

SX = - 0.5

-0.597137645 s-i 
0.58 E-5 0.29 2-3

-0.599759741 . 2-1
0,21 E-8 0.17 E-5

-0.599743183 2-1

0.43 2-10
-0.599743182 2-1

Bxamnle 2

Take and DC'^)= and consider the branch

from X*î̂ = — 4 ‘bVA.’’ (ir/n ) i.e. k = 2 in (2.8,4a) , In this case

9̂ ^ and \nr\<.lp-\ and so section 2.7*1 applies. The

bifurcating solution curve only exists for positive and we give

the positive values of > the approximation to y(0.25), in
Table 2, taking n = 40.



Table 2

S\= 0,1 

0.2524430118 

0.2572273206 

0.2572656246 

0.2572656167

0.73 S-2

0.45 2-4

0.78 2-3

= 0.5

0.3774903501

0.3943410274

0.3943979335

0.3943980651

0.33 2-1

0.41 e-3

0.19 5-6

Ezamnle 3

Take- C L and ; as in Example 1, but consider
the branch from the second eigenvalue, X\ = "*4rv'’

In this case G . ^  and w\=Zp-\ and the analysis of

section 2.7.2 applies. The bifurcating solution curve only exists 
for negative S\ and we give the negative values of in

Table 3, taking n = 40.

The reason for choosing relatively small values of is that

there is a turning point on the branch near %\= 0.06 . This example is 

used to illustrate the theory of chapter 3 in section 3.7.
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Table 3

"âX- -0.01 

-0.566802065 E-1

1 -0,579855692 E-1

2 -0.579624591 E-1

5 -0.579655014 2-1

0.15 2-2

0.21 E-4

0.42 S-7

SX = —0,05

h/(+
-0.1295824299

-0.1550559855

-0.1551589251

-0.1551600656

0.27 E-1

0. o 8 2— 5

0.12 2-5

0.27 2-9

-0.1551600655



CEAPT'ER 3

TURI-ÎING POINTS

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we are again concerned with the pro clem of 

computing solutions of (l.l) near a singularity, and we make the same 

smoothness assumptions on G, However, in contrast to chapter 2, we are 

interested in singularities of at general points

which satisfy (l.l), and it is not required that Q-(X,o) should be 
identically zero.

We assume that a curve P  of solutions, (̂ X, oc(̂ X)) is being 

computed by a continuation method based on incrementing X e.g. the 

Suler-Newton method of (1.5). The problem of implementing this 

efficiently is a very important topic in its own right, but it is not 

discussed here. We refer to Davis Rheinboldt /2^, and especially

Abbott and the references contained therein. Most continuation

methods will encounter difficulties as a singular point (̂ X*, on T

is approached and special methods must be used to deal with them. In 

this chapter we shall assume that the following conditions are satisfied 
at (X*, OC*) .

a) yV (X^oc") ̂ is 1-dimensional and spanned by = V

b) yV* {&x (X* 3:*) ̂  is 1-dimensional and spanned by (3.1.1)
■vir *■ \\-\ir * \l = V

c) IK {Gtx (.X'j is closed
d) .

In the next two chapters we shall consider singular points which do not 
satisfy (3.1.Id),
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In similar fashion to chapter 2, (3.1.1) allows ns to infer the 

existence of and , satisfying (2.3.1). These define

the projections P and Q of (2.1.4) and the decomposition of X into 

direct sums as in (2.1.5). We again denote the bounded inverse of 

1 as an operator from N to j oy K.

Now it is easy to carry out a Ldapunov-Schmidt analysis to 

determine the behaviour of P  near . Writing (1.1) as

Soc + ^ = O , (3.1.2)
where = oc-oc* , SX = \-X^ and R is a continuously differ

entiable higher-order term satisfying

+ , (3.1.3)
we proceed aa in section 2.2 and seek solutions of the form .

w e  N . Thus (3*1.2) is equivalent to the pair of equations
a) w  V SXMP Giw(.V,x*) + = O

(3.1.4)b) SXy'^Grx(X’,x*)) +y*( R ( î . X , t ^ * + w )  = O  .

Por sufficiently small SX and t , (3.1.4a) defines, by the Implicit 

Function theorem, a unique small solution w(^SX,t) with

w(.sx,l) = -feXMPQxCVjX*) +o(.l4X\-̂ 't\) . (3.1.5)
This solution can be inserted into (5.1.4b) to give

a ' c X v  = O  , (3.1.

where is non-zero by (3.1.Id) and R, is a

continuously differentiable function from R^ to R satisfying

lR,C%X,t')\ = o O ‘̂X\+\t\) . (3.1.7)

Thus, for sufficiently small t, we can apply the Implicit Function 

theorem to (3.1.6) and obtain a unique small solution SX.(^) , which 

is continuously differentiable with

4J>X(o) - o . (3.1.3)

So we have a unique solution curve x.’̂+C^ + w(̂ SX(̂ e)̂



of (l.l) passing through x^) , but the tangent to the curve is

normal to the X-axis at t M s  point (see Fig. 1.3) and straight

forward use of X as a continuation parameter is neither advisable nor, 

in general, successful. In the literature (X*, x*) is usually called 

a turning point.

In the next section we briefly look at some of the techniques used 

to continue the solution cur/e through turning points and then, in 

section 3«3» at methods of actually computing the turning point itself.

In sections 3.4 and 3.5 a new method for this problem is described, which 

can be thou^t of as a generalisation of the well-known application of 

Newton's method to the matrix eigen-value problem. Once a turning point 

has been determined, we show, in section 3.6, how the solumion curve 

may be continued by methods analogous to those of chapter 2. Finally 

numerical results are presented in section 3.7.

3.2 Following Solution Paths through Turning Points

As stated above it is not possible to continue the solution curve 

through a turning point (X^, X*) by incrementing X, and then computing 

x C M  . The obvious answer to this problem is to use a continuation 

method based on incrementing a different parameter^and there are two 

closely related methods of doing this.

3.2.1 Explicit Change of Parameter

This method was introduced almost simultaneously by Keller and 

Wolfe 2 ^  y Ans el one and Moore ^ '2-Ji who used a parameter which 

occurred naturally in their problem, and Davis l_ 3_J i who presented the 

idea abstractly. The basis of the method is to introduce a new real



paxameter and to make X a function of both x  and i.e.
H <aCX.C^,x),oc) .. (3.2.1)

Now if is a known solution near the turning point^and
X.(jq",x ") = X , we may attempt to continue the solution curve by 

solving

x) = O (5.2.2)

by means of a continuation method based on incrementingyo , and 

starting at , Then X is recovered by the transformation

X - X ja, X. (̂ )) , Of course for this to be successful we must have 

non-singular near the turning point and X(^jX.) is 

chosen with this in mind. Writing

+ 6x(X(j),3C%x)  ̂ (3.2.3)
we see that is the important function,and so attention may
be restricted to linear transformations of the form

X(^,x)  ̂ ' (3.2.4)
where L is a bounded linear functional on X. Of course (3*2.4) 

defines a linear homeomorphism of R x X onto itself by means of the 

mapping (see Davis) and hence it is simple to
switch between and (X^x').If jp* -\,{pc*) it also easily follows,

using (3.1.Id) and (3.2.3), that and ^
iff i.e.

bx.
Llÿ") f O . (3.2.5)

If is non-singularjthen H %(^,%) is non-singular in a

neighbourhood of by continuity, and this will include

if sufficiently close.

As can be seen the particular L used is not critical but 2. 

natural choice when X= R*' is

Lc^) - ^  , (5.2.6)
where is the column of the identity matrix Iw and T maximises
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the component of ^  i.e. | | = rr'&x l = . if Gr%

is a sparse matrix this will-limit the additional elements needed to 

form the matrix , see (3.2.5), to a single column. Of course
in practice we do not know ^  ̂ but the Liapunov-Schmidt analysis of 

section 3.1 shows that, near the turning point, the difference between 

points on £* is primarily in the ^ - direction. Thus we have a first

approximation from which f can be estimated. Alternatively or add

itionally, the eigen-vector ^  corresponding to the smallest eigen

value of G r X . ) may be computed by inverse iteration and, by 
continuity, this will give t'.

3.2.2 Implicit Change of Parameter

7aricus forms of this method have been used by Riks 26_y, Keller 

Abbott and Menzel and Schwetlich The idea is to
regard a and oc as independent variables,and to introduce an extra 

scalar equation

= O , (3.2.7)

which determines the increment taken and which makes the solution of 

the augmented system ,
a) = o (3.2.8)b) = o ,

well-defined in the neighbourhood of the turning point. It is sufficient 

for It to be linear in X and and the usual continuation in X is 

equivalent to the choice.

lr(,X,qc) = (,X-V)-c , (3.2.9)
and thus just solving oc)= o for x  . In order to pass through

a turning point we must allow a more general choice of  ̂ i.e

lr(,X , oc) - L '*-oC.(X-\°)-C (3.2.10)
where LfeX and oc a real scalar.
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It is easier to analyse (3.2.8) if we introduce the product space

Y = R X X with some'suitable W \\>f iie;

where . Now (3.2.8), with Ir given by (3.2.10), defines a

mapping from Y to itself consisting of

a) aC'v) = °
r  , s (3.2.11)

b) (.'vV) = O ,
where e(_v̂ )= and L is the elesient of Y ' defined by L

and <3̂ , which without loss of generality we,assume to be of 'unit norm.

If î =(̂ 'k,x.) satisfies Gr(̂'-̂')=0 and is either a non-singular solution, 

i.e Gr% non-singular, . or a turning point, it is easy to see

that the linear equation

Gf*. ^  ^ = O (3.2.12)
or equivalently % = O with %e , has a unique normalised

non-trivial solution, which we denote by ) . Also (3.2.11)
linearised at is non-singular iff

1*1%') O . (3.2.13)

As L and are both of unit norm, the choice of L to make

(3.2.11) as well-posed as possible, in a certain sense, will be that for 

which

Xc%*)=i. (3.2.14)
The existence of such L is guaranteed by the Hahn-3anach theorem.

In the finite-dimensional case, a theorem relating the determinant 

of the I ) X matrix, defined by (3.2.11) linearised, to L

has been proved by Abbott, Abbott also gives methods for calculating 

and suggests that the choice

îl.'i) = ê-r , (3.2.15)
where ^  is the T*’''" column of and maximises the component of

is more efficient as the (>̂ +0 x (*'+ \) system can be immediately 

reduced to an v\xvv system. This is very similar to the explicit change



of parameter, with ^  , the difference being that ̂

instead of the vector . 'being added onto the .column, of •
; it .now replaces it.

3*3 Determination of Simple Turning Points

In this section we briefly describe two of the methods suggested 

for computing turning points themselves, in the finite-dimensional case, 

and then point out the significance of what we term "simple" turning 
points.

The method of Simpson 28_y is representative of several 

techniques based on interpolation. \ is assumed to be

symmetric, so that 0 is a simple eigenvalue of ( X*, x ’*) and (X* x*)
is assumed to be a "limit point i.e. in a neighbourhood of x"*)

the solution curve C  only exists on one side of X*" (̂ X>X* or X^X*)

see Fig. 1.3a. (we shall assume that it only exists for X ̂  X* ).

Let CXc y X  k) Î-- be known points on Î7 near (X*, x*) ,
and ^ (Xi the smallest ei gen-value, in modulus, of G'xCXtjX;^,

A quadratic interpolating polynormial , PC^) ; is passed through the 

points X\. , (Xl ) xO) s.nd used to approximate the inverse Function 
X ( . The next approximation, , to the turning point is then-

given by

= oC ?(o) + X, - , (3.3.1)

where the purpose of the scalar oCjChosen in Co,i)  ̂is to prevent X^>X* 

The procedure is then repeated with the three largest values of Xi 1=

The smallest ei gen-value p* ( Xv, X  (̂X**)) can be calculated by a

combination of Newton’s method and the Rayleigh quotient method.

a)
b) Sx" >/<îoç“,éçe"> (3.3.2)



c)
with ^ 25:1.x4̂  and —> ^ I X s , x a s  Vv— > <»• . . The-

convergence rate of the to \* is linear with ratio

In Abbott *3 method, which does not rely on symmetry,

equation (1,1j, which determines the solution curve, is augmented by an 

additional equation ,
Ĉ-. PvxP."-^ R , (3.3.3)

which ensures that the turning point is the locally ’unique solution of 

the augmented system. The most obvious choice for is

det ( ^ 3cCX,'x)^ j but Abbott gives several alternatives which will 

often be superior. The complete system

a) °
,. . ^ (5.3.4), b) = O

is solved by an approximation to Newton’s method which reflects the
fact that is expensive to evaluate and not

available. For each iteration, first a Newton step is taken with (3*3•42.),

= - Gr(.X%%') , (3.3.3)
then this linear system of K equations in unknowns is solved

for ^ X,,.,. j j and SX**, in terms of Soc^ ,

where t is chosen to make the resulting a k w matrix as well-conditioned 

as possible (see (3.2.13))• Now,after substitution, (3.3.4b) becomes 

a single non-linear scalar equation ,

k C^X t ) = O , (3.3.6)

and a single step is taken with the approximate Newton's method
W^O) , (3.3.7)

where O is some small scalar. With suitable choice of S Abbott

shows that quadratic convergence is attained.

We now regard X as a general Banach space again, and 0  (^X, x)
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twice continuously differentiable, and make the following definition. 

•Definition 3.1

is a SIMPLE turning point of a solution curve JT if, 

in addition to (3.1.1.),

^ . (3.3.8)

Both Simpson's and Abbott's results only apply to simple turning

points and we point out their significance. Using (3.3.3), the

Liapunov-Schmidt analysis of section 3.1 can be specialised and (3.1.6) 

replaced by

dtSX 4" T Pvt (3.3.9)

where \r and is twice continuously

differentiable with

lRiCSX,e)\ =. o(^WX\+\U'") . (3.3.10)

Thus, if we paramett\se f  by 6 near ( ) to obtain (XcO,x.(t)), then

4L f o , (3.3.11)

and we see that Jp must be of quadratic type, see Fig. 1.3a, with

U'3c(.0-'3t*U = o V F )  . (3.3.13)

However, more important that this is the following theorem, which shows

that the singular point is isolated.

Theorem 3.2.

If is a simple turning point then, for +  0

sufficiently small, is non-singular and

. (3.3.13)

Proof
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where > O as L —  ̂O , Lemma 2.1 shows that

■ 'satisfies the theorem and thé Bahàch perturbation the ore:
takes care of the extra term € L ) m

This theorem may be compared with Theorem 2.2 for biFurcation from the 

trivial solution.

It is easy to see what may happen if x*') is not a simple

turning point. The solution cur/e IT is tangential to the surface 

on which Grx,(̂ X ,0c)) is singular, and may even be contained in it. An 

example of this is the linear case (1.2), where ( )^, is a
turning point for all non-zero oc .

3 *4 A New Method for Simule Furr.in

The basic idea of the method is to solve the three equations
a) aCX,:>c) = 0

b) O (3.4.1)
c) L(^) - 1 = 0

for XeR and x,^eX by the Newton-Kantorovich method, L is a

scaling bounded linear functional chosen so that

Llf*) - i , (3.4.2)
Of course in practice we do not know but, so long as f

the choice of L will determine which element of the

method converges to. We denote this element by

In order to analyse (3.4.1) we define ^  ^ ) and re-write

the equation as

°  (3.4.3)
where F : R x X x X — > X x X x R, We formally identify these two

spaces as Y, which becomes a Banach space under the norm
lllj.ll y = >n»x.{IXI ,11x11, U ^ l l F  (3.4.4)
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This leads to the following important Lemma,

Lemma 3 « 3

If j is a simple turning point and = C ^ ,

then ) exists as a bounded linear operator on Y .

Proof

We use the notation carried over from chapter 2 and referred to 

after (3.1.1).

Now, if , with and

'Jx" ^XxXxRjwe have

a) &%.(.>'*, X * )  X. + G-;,(^y,-3C*) X = vx

b) G,^ (V, ̂ *) % + W  :x*)f ̂ = V

o) Li%) = ^ .

Using simple algebra these equations can be reformulated to
a) (i) X = y*(i^)/f’(&x(V,x*))

(ii) O x -  ^ pLL — X
b) (i) L\x):{y\v)-yr‘(er,,ex*;x*)^*Qx)-Xt*(Sr.NWx*)^»)]

/t*(e,x(.X-,x*)^*^*) (3.4.6)

(ii) Q i =  m{Pv-XP&xxCX>*)^’- P O « A k , ’̂ *)?’=̂ ]
o) L*(_z) = {,p.- .

As ']f/'’̂ Ĉ x(X*,x*)) , and L are all non-zero

by assumption, it is clear, by construction, that is 1 - 1 and

^ ^ F "Y ; hence the open-mapping theorem shews that F , ^ L ) 

is a bounded linear operator on Y ■

Now that we know F(^v^*)=0 , and F ) exists,we can apply 

Theorem 2.3 to prove the conversrence of Newton's method.



Theorem 3.4

If 4s a Simple turning point,and the second derivatives

^xx and Gixs satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition for 1 X-X*l^Tj 
and l\ oc--x*i\ ̂ , then there exists 0<.T^"r^, such that if Ü ^ 

the Newton iteration for (3.4.5) ,

'J"" - f  , (3.4.7)
converges quadratically to the turning point v̂* .

Proof

Let X (̂ X®, “X®, ̂ *) be the initial approximation. Expanding 
about ^  gives

a) !ieC X% x')lU lle ..C ^tx.*)llilx«-x*ll t lK .x '

b) lle ,,C X ‘ ,b c * )^ » l |4 l le ^ C X tx * ) l l \ l^ i° -^ * l |  +ZK ,v(.x .yT) (3 .4 .8 )

c) 6 iiL\w )
where a=\\̂ '*\\ and K, is a uniform bound on the second derivatives

of G for lX-X*’l4 "Tj and H "x-■x.* \\ 4 v, . Thus there exists cL ; > O

such that
t|F 4 . (3.4.9)

From Lemma 3.5

(3.4.10)
and, if K% is the uniform Lipschitz constant for G^^ and G^^ j it 

easily follows that

llF'i-Wh-f'^C'vhlly 4 4(K. + K.Q.)l^--^niY . (5.4.11)
Thus if )diT>0 we can use the Banach perturbation

theorem to prove that has a bounded inverse,and

llF^(V)~'üy 4 . (5.4.12)
Using the notation of Theorem 2.3, t  , and so to obtain a

Lipschitz constant for with  ̂ ^ > we must restrici



5 r=-

so that

-r + < T, . ■ (j.4.13)
With *r so restricted it follows that

II 4A-(K,+ Kia) (3.4.14)
for ll^u-^oWy ̂  z i-\jX .

Finally, (3,4,9), (3.4*12) and (3*4*14) imply that 

k 4 Kẑoy) -r , (3.4.15)

and thus Theorem 2.3 can be applied by restricting T so that
a) S-t > O
b) *r <• mr\;n. (3,4.16)

c) k 4 k. ■

If a uniform Lipschitz constant does not hold for 0,̂ %. 2nd then a

similar theorem can still be proved but quadratic convergence cannot be
guaranteed.

3.5 Implementation of the Method

In most situations CEr(̂ X,x) will be a system of vv non-linear 

equations derived from the discretization of the model of a physical 

problem; thus in this section we assume X =  R'̂  and write x , etc.

An efficient numerical procedure for solving the linear systems associated 

with the Newton iteration (3*4*7) is developed but first we will find it 

helpful to look at the linear eigen-value problem.

In ̂ 51_7 Wilkinson comments on the equivalence of inverse iteration 
and Newton's method for find the eigen-value ^ and associated eigen-vecto: 

of a matrix A. With starting value q.® and first component norm

alised, the iterations are 

Inverse Iteration:-
a) (A-yi'l) ( a V W )



b) e J tu. = o , (3.5.1)
'■ Newton’s Method:-- . -
a) (ft-jA°l) W  - W  = -(ft-jA-'X) a”
, , (3.5.2)

b) e , W  = O .
As can easily be seen the two iterations are just reformulations of one

another. We can write the Newton method as an V\xv\. problem in the

following way by taking advantage of the fact that O .

- (5.5.3)
where ... and

A * =  (jW; (3.5.4)
i.e. A with its first column replaced by -u® .

This merhod can easily be extended to generalized eigen-value problems 

where the matrix A depends on yu in a non-linear manner,

(3.5.5)
The Newton iteration

a) A ( y.') '5U + &ft(t̂ °) =-A(u*)W
(3.5.6)

b) = O

can be written in the form
A*\s % - , (5.5.7)

where
A* = I A((4*)j _ (3.5.8)

In this section we will extend these ideas to our non-linear eigen

value problems.

Using a continuation method we obtain an approximation 

to the turning point. For X close to X*” the change in is

primarily in the -direction, as can be seen from the Liapunov-

Schmidt analysis, and this gives a first approximation ^  . Altern

atively, if Ĉ xCXj2S.) is symmetric and the continuation method is
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based on Newton, the difference in successive iterates can be used, as 

in'Simpson'.s method. Either of these approximations can be

refined using inverse iteration with Finally, there

fore, an initial is obtained, which is assumed to be normalised so

that its largest (in modulus) component is unity. Now we define

) (5«5«9;
for L in (3.4.1c), and by construction ^  ̂. Without loss of

generality we shall assume forthwith that r = 1 .
~ oc“j ) is the starting value for (3.W.1)

and, if the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied, the iteration

= - F C V )  (3.3.10:

- f  + y "  ,
where  ̂will converge to - If we

suppress the superscripts on j (3.5.10) can be written
&) Pi ^ X  AI - S.'

b) A + S)X A % + 3 ̂ 36 = C ̂ (5.5.11;

c) o ,

where A  = 1 B LX , ^

(,X"j x") “ ^ x C X  ,

and Sÿ, is the first component of . Now we let
a) = (̂ %X , S x x , ---  ̂̂ Xn^

. c X (5.5.12}
b) ^ ̂ X  y ^  ̂  M j

and
(3.5.13)

i.e. &X. with first col̂ umn replaced by Gr̂ (X*', x ,

Thus (3.5.11) can be re-written
a) A*%S = C,-Sx, a,
b) z c ^-'&’d x  -4.SX ^

where <Xy is the first column of A»



i • S'#
We can solve (3#5.14a) for in terms of

%  = 01 + , (3.5.15)

(3.5.16)
a) S X =
b) -Z. (^Sx \ , + ) ••• 5 .

Substituting (3.5.16) into (3.5.14b) gives

, (3.5.17)
and so we can solve for ^  in terms of S-x., i.e.

SJE = : (3.5.13)
or

a) SX = Y% +
b) S^ j Y ^ . S x k .̂., )Y ^ ^ (3.5.19)

Finally the two simultaneous equations (3.5.l6a) and (3.5.19a) 
can be solved for SX and Sx, and thus Sx and obtained from 

(3.5.16b) and (3.5.19'b) respectively. This completes one step of the 

Newton iteration (3.5*10) and we repeat until sufficient accuracy is 
attained.

We conclude this section with a number of remarks.

REMARK 1: The calculation'of each new iterate requires the solution

of four hxv\ linear systems (3.5.14a) and (3.5*17)» each with the same 

coefficient matrix A*. Thus only one LU. decomposition need be performed 
at each stage and for most problems this compares favourably with Abbott’s 
method.

REMARK 2: Of course whether this new method is suitable for a particular

problem will depend to a great extent on how difficult it is to compute



C5fjcx ■x') and Gr%.\ LX, x) . For--raildly non-linear problems of the 

form considered by Simpson, or for Hammerstein integral equations, 

these calculations can be quite easy; for large-scale finite element' 

applications they may be impossible. However it should always be 

borne in mind that approximations involving only first derivatives 
are available ie,

(3.5.20)

REMARK 5: A difficulty with turning point problems is that the original

matrix A is modified to A* by a rank-1 change involving the alteration 

of a particular column. In the case of a full matrix, derived say from, 

an integral equation, this is no problem, and similarly if A is a general 

sparse matrix. However, if A has diagonal structure, which we are 

utilising to solve the linear systems, this will be destroyed by the 
modification. Thus, for symmetric problems, it may well be more efficient 

to remove both the row and column of A and retain the diagonal 

structure, although this means that six linear systems must
be solved at each iteration.

REMARK 4: This method will also cope quite well with non-simple

turning points. As A* is non-singular for a general turning point, 

because of (3.1.Id), the near singularity of will only appear in the 

2 x 2 system for and Sx, and therefore can be catered for,

REMARK 5: The modified Newton method, Theorem 2,5, can be applied to

this problem and may be preferable in certain cases.
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3.6 Moving away from Simple Turning: Points

In this section we assume that a simple turning point 

on the solution curve T  has already been determined and now we wish 
to continue IT away from it,

using the Liapunov-Sbhmidt analysis of section 5*5, and 

specifically (3.3*9), we see that the two half-branches of £' 

emanating from. IX'̂ ; ) may be parametrised individually by SX i.e,
+ E: + w  = (3,6.1)

where - (r\) (̂— + o(,\’ô\\̂ ) j and is restricted to

the sign of . Using the lowest order terms of (̂ 3.6,1) as a

starting approximation,Newton’s method can be applied as in section 2.6,

Theorem 3.5

For fixed SX sufficiently small, and of the same sign as (pcL/v), 

the Newton iteration
(■5.x') = - (Tx , (3.6.2)

with starting approximation
, (3.6.3)

converges to the solution curve j? .

Proof

We verify the conditions of Corollary 2.4.

where 11 L (̂ SX)H = 0 (1*̂ X1̂ **) . Thus we can use Lemma 2.1 and the Banach 
perturbation theorem to show that Gc%.(X, oc®(̂ SX)) has a bounded 

inverse, for sufficiently small non-zero SX , and



, (3.6.5)
but for. 3C 6

H CtxC\,x®(.^X))‘>l\\ $ Kl\ocU . (5.6.6)

■̂ «C'̂ ^̂ )(3.6.?)
and so, by definition of a and b

(i) llGrCX,:>c®Ĉ X))|l = OU^X\) 

but (ii) =o(\SX\). ^

Combining (3*6.5), (5.6.6) and (5.6.3) gives

where K»(̂ X̂'j — > O a* S>\ —  ̂O •

If l-\yX satisfy 11 ■2-v.-̂ *Ĉ X)\\ <. Zrŷ ŜX) then,

using
= j j C % . - % x ) A t ,

we have

11 11 (3.6.10)
S Kys\) U W ’'̂ U%v-2^\\ ,

where Kx (̂*ï>X) z 0(̂ \) ,

Because K, 0 as SX—> o the conditions of Corollary
2.4 are satisfied and the theorem proved #

Corollary 5*6

If Q(^X,x) is three times continuously differentiable with 

respect to X  the convergence rate is given by
\\oc*'Ĉ x) - x*C^x)l| is (^K3lS\\ *•) Kif Wx\/%^ \  (5.6.11)

Proof

and the result follows from the theorem;
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3.7 Numerical Results

The method described in section 3.4 has been tested on several 

examples and two of these are given below. Conforming with earlier 
notation, we write ^ .

Examnle 1

Consider the mildly non-linear p.d.e. 
'a) - A-3cC5) = s ̂ T

(3.7.1)
b) pc(s)= O s edD

where D is the unit square , s = . This problem, is

discussed in Simpson ̂ 2 8 . Let h be a uniform mesh steplength, 

the nine-point-box form of the discrete Laplacian, and A\^ the five- 
point form; then a discretization of (3.7.1) is

□  X  t "V k  Ave-'^ - O  (3.7.2)
where X is the mesh function.

With k= l/\̂  j Euler-Newton continuation was used to find the 

solution of (5.7.2) until X = 6*5 and then the algorithm of section

3.4 was applied. The results, which differ slightly from those of 

Simpson but agree with those of Abbott £ 1_%, are given in Table 1. In 

Table 2 results are given for moving away from the turning point, as 

in section 3.6#



Table 1

X 5ç('4,>4') US.=cU«

o o 1.0042912488

7.I865O83054 1.3967847490

6.8II98I97O3 1.3922436541

6.8080884323 1.3916565122

6.8080865747 1.3916567083

6.8080865747 1.3916567083

0 . 6 9

0.37

0.39 0.42 E-2

0. 1 3  E-1 0 . 6 3  3-2

0.39 E-2 0.59 2-3 0.17 E-5

0,19 E-5 0.20 E-o 0.30 S-7

0.12 E-12 0.18 E-13 0.88 E-14

The following two values were computed at the turning point

a) = 0.38 E-1
b) f ’' C5tx:<CX’,x*)i^y = 0.24 E-2.

(5.7.3)



Table 2

Sx =
-  0.01

0 I.446O86337

1 1.475607702

2 1.470333158

3. 1.470145378

4 1.470145620

5 1.470145628

0.30 E-1

0.53 2-2

0.19 S-3

0.25 2-6

0.39 2-12

%  a/;.)
1.513363038

1.386800388

1,572278116

1.571604665

1.571603226

1.571603226

SX = -0.05

nsjçiL

0.73 S-1

0.15 2-1

0.67 2-3

0.14 2-5

0.66 2-11

Example 2

We consider again the two-point boundary value problem of section
2 .6 .

(3.7.4)
a) oc" - X (3c + x ’- + 3c’) = O

b) = C).

As noted in Example 3 there, we have a turning point close to the trivial 

solution and near the second eigen-value of the linearisation of (3.7.4). 
Starting from the approximation given by Table 3 of section 2.6, we 

compute this turning point below and give the results for moving beyond 
it in Table 4.
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Tab le  3
X

-39 .4473100936 -0 .1331000633

- 39.4699287003 -0.217838903'

-39 .4638396278 -0.2022088684

- 39.1571530167  - 0 .2037502314

0 .2 3  Z -1  0 .6 4  2 -1  0 .1 5  0 .1 5

0 .4 1  2-2 0.16 2-1 0.38 2-1 O .38 2-1

0.84 2-2 0 .3 7  2-2 0.55 2-2 0.34 2-2

0.51 2-6 0.68 2-6 0.11 2-5 0.14 2-5
-3 9.4576240121 -0 .2054678877

0 .9 5  2-11 0.73 2-12 0 .5 7  2-12 0 .9 5  2-11
-3 9 .4576240121  -0.2054675877

The va lues  o f  22̂ )  2nd ( X * , % ' )  *

were r e s p e c t iv e ly  0,52 2-3 and -0.3 2- 3.

Table 4

r Ï.C'0
0 -0 .2368245161

1 -0.2468293257

2 -0.2465049157

3 -0 .2464965682

4 -0.2464985874

0.10 2-1

0 .3 3  2-3

0 .6 5  E-5

0.87 2-9

lot}
-0 .2 7 5 5 3 3 4 4 0 j

0 .1 5  E-1
- 0.2898986123

0.89 5-3
-0.2907275923

0 .1 5  E-5
-0.2907261167

0 .6 4  2 -1 0

-0.2907261167



CHAPTER 4

BIFURCATION FROM NON-TRIVIAL SOLUTIONS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we assume that the problem is the same as in 

chapter 3, i.e, we eure computing a solution curve F of (l.l) by means 

of a continuation method based on incrementing X but now a singular 

point (X*,3c*) is approached. However the conditions imposed on G 
at (̂ X̂ jOc*̂  in this chapter are

a) vAT {GtxCX*, is 1-dimensional and spanned by I .

b) lAT ^QxCX^jX.*) ̂  is 1-dimensional and spanned by Ÿ* *
c) R  ac-tX*, is closed.

d) Gr^(V%x*) e

It can be seen that these conditions are precisely those of (3.l.l) 

except that (4.1.Id) is the converse of (5.1.Id), This is generally 

regarded as the distinction between turning points and bifurcation 

points. As in chapter 3 we use the notation introduced after (2,1.2),

We now investigate the nature of the solution-set of (l.l) near 

) ) under conditions (4*1.1), by means of the Liapunov-Schmidt 

technique. Equations (3.1.2) to (3.1.5) can be derived exactly as in

chapter 3 but now, because of (4*1.Id), a = O in (3.1.6) and we need

more information to obtain meaningful results. Thus we assume that G 

is twice continuously differentiable and (5.1.5) becomes
w ( ^ > X , t )  = %X w *  t  O , ( 4 , 1 . 2 )

(3.1.4b) can also be expanded to give



where Rx is twi.ce continuously differentiable and

Rx(^>\,Sx')z o C\WX\\\Sx.U)^) . (4.1-4)
3y analogy with the approach in chapter 2 we replace Sx by t

in (4.1.5) and, using (4.1.2), this simplifies to

A ̂  X -t- S 'Sx -vC, = O j  (4.1.%))
where

a) A = -x2Sr,,(X*xyw* + G„(.X*,Ow*wp

0) c = ,

and R 3 is twice continuously different iabl'e with

Rj(%X,t)= + . (4.1.6)
Thus we wish to find the small solutions of (4.1.5) which are identified 

with the solutions of (l.l) near C X \ % * )  by (4 .1 .2 ) ^  and the equations 
X^+SX, 3c = 4- w(^SX) .  To determine these solutions we need

one final condition.

Definition 4.1

If, in addition to (4.l.l),
L R  C > O  (4.1.7)

then is a SIMPLE bifurcation point .

Assuming (4.1.7) we now show that the solution-set of (l.l) near

) consists of two distinct curves, crossing locally only a t

(̂ X'’, X*) , The possibilities which can occur, if (4.1.7) does not hold, 

will be noted later. To prove the above statement we proceed in a marine:

similar to Bartle 3_%, but we do not need his assumptions th a r  F\fO

and Ct^O. Nor is it assumed a priori that there is a solution curve 

passing through The proof is split into three theorems
(i) C 70 (ii) A ^ O  (iii) Ç\-C~o,
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Theorem 4.2'

If is a simple bifurcation point and with
pL 1-1,2. denoting the two distinct real roots of

C  + B p  -t R  - O  , (4*1.8)
then a) the solution-set of (1.1) near can be para

metrised by S\ and consists of two distinct curves

%  * (4.1.9)
where *0)

b) G f j c , x t i s  non-singular, for sufficiently 
small non-sero l9X\ with

= O09.\r') . - (4.1.10)

proof

Choose. K > max \p>\ , \ ) y and define a change of variable

(SX; &) —> by means of the transformation

(4.1.11)jo SX = o
IV'ÔX S\#o .

This defines an isomorphism between the region L, , (SX\<S l£.\<K\SX\; 

and the region P% ; |SX\<S < K minus 

The regions are shown in the diagram below .

-6 6\

Pig. 4.1 D ( in plane and 1,̂ in plane.
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Thus all the solutions (SX,&) (4.1.5) in D, ̂ will be mirrored
by-solutions in D^, of the equation

A S X * " - t c + R3 = o , (4.1,12)

We disregard the solutions corresponding to %X=0  ̂and divide through
by to give

■+C Rs ĈXjtr̂') = O j (i.1.15)
where P.̂  is continuous in SX and twice continuously differentiable 

in ir̂ ,and R(^o, »̂) = O for all ir̂. All the solutions of (4.1.13) 

in D% will also be solutions in (the closure of ) and thus we 

can insert the axis in Pig. 4.1b. Then,using “he implicit function 

theorem, and restricting 6 if necessary, we see that the only solutions

are iqlĈ X) = +0O) «.= »,%. . These can be transformed back via

(4.1.11) to give (4.1.9).

We now show that for K sufficiently large and 1%X\ sufficiently 

small, all the small solutions of (4.1.5) are in D, . To demonstrate 

this it is sufficient to prove that E/S\ is bounded for such solutions. 

Firstly, if %X=o , the fact that CtO and R3 is of higher order 

in (4.1.5) implies that no small non-zero S -solution exists, thus we 

may assume that SXf O . Then dividing through (4.1.5) by -%-lsxl)̂

gives

- + (4,1.14)
= (.A + ,

where E./SX . Now we may assume > I , or else we already have

a bound, and this gives

= c + Kc*i, (4.1.15)
where K (<*-)= ') . If (C = 6^6X is unbounded the right-hand side

of (4.1.15) can be made as close to C as desired,but this contradicts 

the fact that the left-hand side tends to zero as SX̂ E. —  ̂O . Thus t/SX 

must remain bounded and the only solutions are those by (4.1.9).
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Proceeding to the second part of the theorem, by straight 

differentiation is given by
-*'̂ x̂xCX%x’‘)Cpiy>Vw*)*^ Ll%\) (4.1.16)

where II L Ĉ X)(\ = © C ̂ ̂ ^ 0  • Because

f  (C(x\ l\\ 3C*) C ?. W  *) ÿ*) (4.1.17)
=  2. p v, C

is non-zero by (4.1.7) and (4.1.8), the result follows immediately from 

Lemma 2.1 and the Banach perturbation theorem #

We now consider the case A ÿ O .

Theorem 4.5

If (̂X*’,>:*') is a simple bifurcation point and A^O , with L=i,%

denoting the two distinct real roots of
+ C = o , (4.1.13)

then a) the solution-set of (l.l) near (̂X , x.*’') may be para

metrised by £ and consists of two distinct cusn/es
(i) X L (̂ )̂ - \ ^
(ii) Xb Ĉ ) - + Krj (4.1.i9)

where Ĉ ) = ^ I '*' ° (.' )  ̂  ̂;

b) CXxC^l W  j regarded as
an operator from R x N to X, has a bounded inverse, for sufficiently
small non-zero € ̂ and

II +<3-^C^f4),x.*Ut))^ H = 0(\t\ ') , (4.1.20)

Proof

Part a) is proved in a similar way to Theorem 4.2 a) but using 

the change of variable C^X, t ) C  A.» given by
fSx/t ij efo

^  \  O If ti-O (4.1.21)



and restricting attention to the region lt\ < S , jSXi < K\t\ .

Part h) also follows in a similar way to Theorem 4.2 b) by 

noting that the linear operator can be written in the form

(4.1.22)

where llLC*-)!!" oC^^O . As \= t and %= W* spans the null-spaoe 
of  ̂ and

Y*(<̂ i.Q-xl.(.>.*,3c*)w* (4.1.23)

= 2.̂ V A -'r 3 ^

which.is non-zero by (4.1,7) and (4.1.15), the result follows from.

Lemma 2.1 and the Banach perturbation theorem ■

Looking at the solutions for SX in terms of £ given by Theorem

4.5 we see that at least one , say ĉ, , must be non-zero, (if they

are both non-zero then Cf0 and Theorem 4.2 applies). Thus the solution 

curve 9 V(.£■)) can be parametrised by by simply using the

implicit function theorem on the definition of SX given in terms of £ 

in 4.1.19. Also along this curve Gr>:(,X,x.) is non-singular for 

sufficiently small . It can be written in the form

Gr*CX*,x*) + + LU) (4.1.24)

where II L C^)H ~ o  ̂ and as

(4.1.25)
= 2 C  + <V« B
= # o ,

we can apply Lemma 2.1 and the Banach perturbation theorem. A parallel 

result holds for C fO and thus in either case we can parametrise 

one curve by SX and the other by £ .
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Finally we deal with the case A=C= 0.

Theorem 4.4

If 4s a simple bifurcation point with both A and C
zero, and hence 3 non-zero, the solution set of (l.l) near x* ) 

consists of two distinct curves; one of which may be parametrised, by 

S\ and written in the form
= X* w(4\,t(.sx)) (4.1.26)

where > and. the other which irny be parametrised by Ç

and written in the form
(i) XiCs) =
(ii) 3cî(.t)= + w(%X(.4),t) ' 4̂.1.27)

where SX(.̂) = *

also satisfies part b) of Theorem 4.2 

and ^ part b) of Theorem 4.5 .

Proof

The theorem is proved in exactly the same way as the previous two 

theorems. First using (4.1.11) to obtain (4.1.2.6) and the (4.1.21) to 

obtain (4.1.27)»

Thus in all three cases we have one curve which can be parametrised 

by SX and another which can be parametrised by Z .

It is interesting to see how the results of this section tie up 

with bifurcation from the trivial solution in chapter 2. In the latxer 

case x *-0 and and w* are all identically
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zero. This gives

a) . A = 0 ' .
b) B = y*(&xx(.X’,o)^*) (4.1.25)

o) C .

Thus (4.1.7), our condition for a simple bifurcation point, reduces

to BpO which is identical to (2.1.9). Similarly the condition CfO

for parametrisation by S\ is identical to (2.6.7) for p = 2.

To conclude this section consider what may happen if (4.1.7) does

not hold, with illustrative examples for X=H. If 3*‘-4AG<0 then

clearly A and C are non-zero and the theory of Newt on ̂s Polygon /” 3 _7

asserts that is an isolated solution of (l.l) in R x X.

Example: (pc-\)̂  ^

for which X * I  is the only solution. If we are already following 

a solution curve then, as far as we are concerned, such points cannot 

occur. If -4AC=0 then a variety of types of behaviour are possible
and we note the following examples .

a) 3"̂ *) is an isolated solution of (l.l)
Example: (̂ oc-X)̂  ^

b) there is a unique solution curve passing through (X*",

but each point of the curve satisfies (4.l.l)

Example: (x-X)^ % O
c) there are two distinct solution curves passing through x.*) 

but they are tangential there.
Example: (^X^+X -

d) two solution curves coalesce at (X*”, x*)
Example: (^X— (x-t j r 0 X<0

PC = O  X  >/- O
e) there are many solution curves passing through (X*, x*)

Example: S  *̂ v̂, x) =• O
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The rest of this chapter is ordered in the following manner. In 

section 4*2 we,present a method for the determination of simple bifurca

tion points, similar to the approach in section 5«4 for tuzning points. 

The problems of numerical implementation are discussed in section 4o* 

Finally, in section 4*4, we show how one may move away from the bifur

cation point, along either of the solution curves, by methods analogous 

to those in chapter 2. Numerical results are given in section 4.5

4.2 Computing a Simule Bifurcation Point : Theory

For easier reference we first collect results about the singular

point (X*, tc*’) j some of which have been used in earlier chapters, (see

Vainberg and Trenogin 30, 5 21__y although the notation is slightly 
different.)

Let L* be the unique bounded linear functional on X such that 

L  ̂ and L j and Q the projection of X onto N
defined by

Cl PC = 3c- L\x) (4.2.1)

Let 2* be a unit element of X such that = I , and P the pro
jection of X onto defined by

Ppc = (4.2.2)
M is the inverse of when this operator is restricted to N.

Using L and Z* we may also define projections in X* (the dual 

of X) o ThuSjQ, is the projection of X' onto 
defined by

Q,oc' = Dc'-x't^*)L*, (4.2.3)

and P, the projection of X " onto N, , the annihilâtors of 3* defined 
by



p, x' = x'--x'Cz*)y*. (4.2.4)
j considered as an operator from H, to i ,

also has a bounded inverse N, •

Now we can define our method for computing a simple bifurcation 

point, namely to solve the system of equations
a) T  Gr (̂ X ,3c.) = o

b) °
o) (4-2.5)

d) Y(v) = O

for Xe R , X. t X and by the Newton-Kantorovich method. Here T

is a chosen bounded projection on X with 1-dimensional nul1-space, and 

V the unit element of unique up to sign.v and T can be thought

of as approximations to S* and P, which of course we do not know,

and, 30 long as is non-zero, a solution of (4.2.5) is given
by X* , PC* and -v|r' , where

Ÿ * -  . (4.2.6)

The idea behind (4.2,5) is that at a bifurcation point, as 
distinct from a non-singular point or a turning point, (3 % (̂ X\ x*) + 

Gtx (X*, 3c*) , considered as an operator from R x X to X, has a two- 

dimensional null-space spanned by and . So instead
we consider the dual operator (, G x  3c*)-V'Gix(̂ X*, from x' to

(̂ BkxX) which has a one-dimensional null-space spanned by "Ÿ* • Thus 

equations (4.2.5b) and 4.2,5c) replace equation (5.4.1b) in the deter

mination of a simple turning point and (4.2,5d) is just a scaling 

equation for “ÿr . However we will then have an over-determined 

system unless, for the equation Gf (^X, x) = O , Gr is regarded as 

an operator from R x X to a subspace of X of co-dimension 1. The 

natural choice for this subspace is or an approximation



to it, and so we introduce T and arrive at (4.2.5a), It is also 

possible to set up equations for a simple bifurcation point without 

using dual operators and this is noted at the end of the section.

In order to analyse (4.2.5) we define = I X , a n d  re-write
it as

= ^ F'. y » (4.2.7)
where Y, = R x X x X and Y^= T X x X  x R x R .  Both Y» and
become Banach spaces under the norms

a) 11 l\3C\\j\\ ^» = CX,3C,X')

c) 11 1 ̂*1,1 3
and, of course, they are linearly homeomorphic, but we do not use this.

From now on we do not distinguish between the different norms but

let this be deduced from the particular element being normed.

we can now prove the following important lemma about the system

(4.2.5).

Lemma 4.5

If (X*, X*) is a simple bifurcation point and
f * ( y ) f o  ■ (4.2.9)

then a) TCâtxCVjX*) has a bounded inverse from TX to SX,

where S is any bounded projection on X with 1-dimensional null-space and

b) F^ h a s  a bounded inverse from Ŷ  ̂to Y, ,

where ^*3 Y*) ‘



Proof

-For the first part of the theorem, given. y,e TX ̂  we shall solve

3C = (4 . 2 . 1 0 )

for x e S X .  This is equivalent to

GTocCX*, 3C*) PC = OC V + (4 .2 ,11 ;

for some 0C6 R ̂ but ̂ for + to be in )R.^^x(X*jX*)'̂ v̂e must have

oc= . Then the solution of (4.2.11 ; is given by

> : =  M { y, - y ' ^ / Ÿ ( 4. 2. 12;

for arbitrary Ç , However, for PceS X, Ç is determined uniquely by

The above construction shows that = T* X and

J Y G ( % . 4n SX and thus, by the open-mapping theorem ̂  
bas a bounded inverse from TX to SX.

For the second part of the theorem we proceed in a similar

manner. If Cy-*) v̂, = j with = ( X ,x^ pc') and jF**) 3
then, from the definition of F j

(i) TO:^C\\:xL*)?c +Tax(V,bc')\ = &
(ii) G.(V*,x*)'x' +CGt x.CV*,x *)x ) y *

+  ( & x x C K ’ , x * ) X ) ' ÿ *  = * '  (4 .2 .1 4 )

(iii) 3C'(O,,CV,X')) + x')X + x*)x.) = J..

(iv> x'(.v) = ̂ i .

Using the projections defined at the beginning of this section together 

with part a) of the theorem with S = Q, gives, after simple manipulation, 
the equivalent form

(i) O.DC = X W* 4- L %
where L z =

(ii)a P,X' = M,{a'-(er«*C>'t’‘*)5c)'f*
-(q%x(.\^,x*)X)



(ii)b. +&x).(.V + (4.2.15)
ÿ*) = Z 'I f  ) -f " ( S x . x " ) L4

(iii) Xÿ* X') y. (X', %") W' V e,,. (_X\ X*) W  ' W ' )

+ L\x)ÿ*((;rvx(X%x*)îJ» + &xx(.x*,x*)^*w‘)
-  +^'(^v/*)-y*{&).«C>'*jX*)La + @x%(X*,X.*)w"Lt)

(iv) - (P,X') vl| / Ÿ "('/).

Using ( 4 . 2 . 6 )  the two simultaneous equations for X and L*C.̂) j
(4.2.15) (ii) h) and (iii),can be written

a) Î  X "t L̂Cx.) =
b) l A \ v  3 L \ x l  = l. (4.2.16)

and,as the determinant of this system is A-AC , which is non-zero

by (4.1.7), X and L*(x.) are uniquely determined in terms of the 

other variables. Qx- is then given by (4.2.15) (i) and the components 
of oc' by (ii) a) and (iv). Thus, by construction, is 1-1 and

onto Y% and so, by the open-mapping theorem, part b) of the theorem 
is proved m

Now that we know and ' exists, and thus y.*

is an isolated solution of (4.2.7), Theorem 2.3 can be applied to prove 
the convergence of Newton’s method.

Theorem 1.6

If CXT) is a simple bifurcation point, with T chosen so 

that (4.2.9) holds, and the second-order partial derivatives of G 
satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition for lX-X*\$*r> and \\x-x*\\isT,.

then there exists 0 < v < t , such that, if 11  ̂ the Newton

iteration for (4.2.7)

- F I'V') ' F lY) = (4.2.17)
converges quadratically to



Proof

The theorem and proof are very similar to Theorem 3.4, Let 

X', , then expanding about gives

(iij + 2.K.T
(iii) 4 \\GrAXtx.*)U U V»-Ÿn\ + 2.K.T{.«̂ -) (4.2.13)

(iv) lŸ\v)-\\4 'r

where <X=- and K, is a uniform bound on the second

derivatives of G. Thus there exists <ks>yO such that

HFC'^°)1U . (4.2.19)

' exisxs, from Lemma 4.5, with 

llF>̂ (.V)''H 4 Aj. (4.2.20)
and, if Ki is the uniform Lipschitz constant of the theorem, simple 
algebra, like (4.2.18), gives

IF-tCV) “ F>v(V)ll i (4.2.21)
where d, = max , 4-(̂ K,+ Kid.)\ . Thus if T  is restricted

so that = I - > 0  ̂ will exist, by the Banach pertur
bation theorem, with

• (4.2.22)

Using the notation of Theorem 2.3, v̂_= -r , and so, to

obtain a Lipschitz condition for in the ball  ̂ ,
we must restrict T so that

4T, . (4.2.23)
With T so restricted,\\2.  ̂2 . b= implies

, (4.2.24)
and thus W of Theorem 2.3 satisfies W 4 61,A j d O T  , and T 

restricted so that h < t proves the theorem#



If the second derivatives of G are merely continuous, and do 

not Satisfy a Lipschitz condition, the-Newton-iterates still converge, 

for sufficiently close starting values, but quadratic convergence can

not be asserted (Krasnosel’s k i i p .  1'40__7) •

Finally we note that it is also possible to compute a simple 
bifurcation point by a method similar to (4.2.5) but which avoids the 

use of dual operators. Instead of determining an element ijr* which 

spans the null-space of 3 we determine two

independent elements (p* and w* which span the null-space of GcxCX̂ x*̂ ) 
+ i.e. we solve the system

(i) TGïC^,^) = o

(ii)
(iii) =0 (4.2.25)
(iv) ICf )-( = 0
(v) °

for XeR and 3c,^,waX. Here T is as in (4.2.5) and L is a scaling 

bounded linear functional which may be regarded as an approximation 

to L* . So long as "Ÿ*{y) and I a r e  non-zero a result similar 

to Lemma 4*5 can be obtained and Newton’s method will converge.

However this method is generally less efficient as is seen in the next 

section.

4*3 Computing a Simple Bifurcation Point: Implementation

In this section, proceeding in a similar manner to section 3*5, 

we develop an efficient algorithm for the numerical solution of the 

linear systems which arise when the Newton iteration (4.2.1?) is 
carried out in R**, after an approximation to the bifurcaxion

point has been obtained by a continuation method.



In P\'̂ ̂ can be identified with OixC^jï) and

approximations • and to ^  and can be obtained by- driver se 

iteration applied to [\o, and x°)"̂  respectively.

Alternatively, if is s^nmetric and the continuation

method is based on Newton’s method, Simpson's idea, mentioned briefly 

in section 3«5, can be used. We assume that and are normalised 

so that their largest components in modulus, 5̂ and are unity. Now 

we can define suitable T and y for (4.2.5) and a suitable S for part
a) of Lemma 4*5.

(i)
(ii) ?£) d t (4.3.1)
(iii) S x =

where €5 and 6  ̂ are the and columns respectively of Î , the 
identity matrix in Pi . Thus S/T maps the s/t^^ component of x
to zero.

X® j x® j ) is the starting value for (4.2.17) and, if the 
conditions of Theorem 4.6 hold, the Newton iteration

") = - F W " )
b)

will converge to . If we suppress the superscripts on
^  ^ (^S\£X j S_ÿ-) y and write (4.3*2) in terms of G then we have

(i) 'âx ■+ & I = T
(ii) -t- + 9X clx = Cl

(iii) 9jjr + 4" ol9X =

(iv) '̂ Ÿt - O

( 4 . 3 . 3 )

where
A = B = •[&*» tvr,iç-') . Y ->JC

T »v
»A, = GvCV", >•■') Ax- &»x(.X,s,") Y

Cj -- -G « ( .V ,  ï T f  t» = - a x ( V , ï . ' ) V  .
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introducing the projection S, (4.3*3) (i)'and (ii) can be written
a) T AS = Tc« - S X T - Sx, T A e,
b) (TAS)^SjJr = Sç^i-9XS4x -S5 92ç (4.3.4)

c) €5 4- ej 'B9jc + 9\ ej <kx - e Jc %

using (4.3.3) (iv) and the symmetry of 3 and T. The zero elements

introduced by S and T into (4,3.4) a) and b) are eliminated by reducing

to the systems

(i) A 9^ = f»
(ii) ^  + 3 9 %   ̂  ̂ *5.5)

where Sjx = \ ..., 9%.,̂

9jw = C Ÿ̂» ) •** 1 •• • ) )

and A is A with S*̂ column and t‘’‘̂row removed. 3 and the J-v ^re 

related in an obvious way xo the R.H.S. of (4*3.4).

If the conditions of Theorem 4.6 hold A will be non-singular 

and ■ W  can be found in terms of 9\ and 9xg from (4.3*5) (i). 

Inserting these values for 9oc;, , ) into (4.3*5) (ii) gives

Â 9jj/ =  ̂ (4.3.6)
which can similarly be solved to give Sjy in terms of 9\ and .

Finally , IfS, and 9^1 can be replaced in (4.5.3) (iii) and

(4.3.4c) to give two simultaneous equations for 9\ and 9x& ̂  whose 

determinant will be non-zero according to Theorem 4*6. Having obtained 

solutions for 9\ and 9x$ these are inserted back into the expressions 

for and Sw to give 9x and Sijr . This completes a single Newton 

iteration.

REMARK 1; The calculation of each new Newton iterate requires the 

solution of six (.K-i) x L*'-’) linear systems, (4.3*5) (i) and (4*3*6) 
three with coefficient matrix A and three with . Thus only



one Lu decomposition need be performed.

HEI'APn 2: If cur matrix has convenient diagonal structure then this
will be destroyed when a different row and col'umn are removed to form 
A . Usually, however, diagonal structure is accompanied by s}mm:exr%; 
and nence xne same row anu column wiul be removed, retaining the sxriucxure. 
Ê /en when symmetry is absent it may be possible to choose components 

and Ÿk 30 thatwvnth/Oif'i.iinu)
is close to :unity and both 3 and T can be defined using € x.

hZrm 3 : At the end :: tne previous section we mentioned an alternative
m.etnod for computing a simple bifurcation point, (1.2.25). The linear 
equations derived from applying Newton's method to tnis system may be 
solved in a verq/ similar manner; each iteration consisting of solving 
a number of equations with coefficient matrix A . However in this case 
nine (^-0 x systems per iteration need to be solved and so, in
general, the method described in this section should be preferred.

We also point out that HSIARK 2 at the end of section 5.5 applies 
with equal force to the computation of bifurcation points.

4.4 Moving away from Simule Bifurcation Points

In this section we assume that a simple bifurcation point has 
already been computed and now we wish to continue along one of the 
solution curves emanating from it. We use the same general idea as 
that of chapter i and section 3,6 i.e. Corollarp/ 2,1 is applied with 
starting values obtained from the liapunov-^cnmiut analysis.
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Using (4.2.5) to determine the bifurcation point automatically 
gives "Ÿ*, and p* is the.unique solution of.

= o Uÿ*)l= ) . (4.4.1)
Having obtained ÿ* we can choose and N, and then W* is the unique
solution of

a) GxtV, x ’)w* = X*)
\ ,* (4.4.2)0) I Cw*) = o .

Thus A, B and C of (4.1,5) can be calculated, if necessary by means of 
the approximations (5.5.20).

If C + O , Theorem 4.2 shows that both solution curves may be 

parametrised by and written

=>i* +(.p,^* + w»)SV (4.4.3)
where

+ l - O " l 3 " - 1 , / I C  . (4.4.4)
Thus both curves may be computed with \ held constant, as in section 
2.6.

Theorem 4.7

For fixed S\ sufficiently small the Nê wton iteration

x*'C^V)), (4.4.5)
with starting approximation

_ oc“(̂ 9X) + , (4.4.6;

converges to the solution curve , oc* .

Proof

We define

(4.4.7)



and verify the conditions (i) to (iv) of Corollary 2.4,

is non-singular for sufficiently small 
non-zero , by Theorem 4,2 part b),and

II ‘ll = 0(l9k\“) , (4.4.2)

but 11 xll (4,4,9)
if Oc 6 "SL^GrxC^ )^*)i . Thus con'dition (i) holds.

G(V.%9V,,x*(,^VY) - 9\ (4.4.10)

and so

(4.4.11)

but ly(&cvi-fe\,5c»csx')))| (4.4.12)
by definition of p ; . Combining (4.4.3), (4.4.9), (4.4.11) and (4.4.12) 
gives

l\<ax.(.X*^9\,x-(,S\^y'(5r(^W%SX,x-C%w))H= K,l9\), (4.4.15)
where Ki (BX’) = o (,\^X\)  ̂ and so condition (ii) holds.

If vsi,a then, using

+ - Gr>:(̂ \*̂ 9\,=Z.,.') (4.4.14)

we have

(4.4.15)
i Ki. (̂ S\) ^

where - 0(^\9X\')^ and so condition (iii) holds.

Finally, K»(^9X) KiC.9X) and so condition (iv) holds and the

theorem is proved ■

If C = 0, and therefore B f 0 from (4.1.7), only one of the 
solution cur/es can be parametrised by SX , This is given by



-VoC'̂ X\) (4.4.16)
and in this'case the Nevfon-iteration (4.4.5), with starting approx
imation x.®(SX) = X*16X (w ® - Pi 3^ j will converge just as in Theorem

4.7, and we omit the proof.

If A Ÿ 0, Theorem 4.3 shows that both solution curves may be 
parametrised by £ and written

(i) = X* V L O
(ii) x*(^£)= x * + (4.4. 7)

where

«Vi= /ift . (4.4.13)
If the operator H: R x (H x N) — > X, defined by

U Ct = G  (^X, ^=CX,vj) , (4.4.19)
is introduced we can prove an analogous theorem to Theorem 4.7, similar 
to those of section 2.5, and we omit the proof.

Theorem 1,8

For fixed £ sufficiently small the Newton iteration

, (4.4.20)
with starting approximation

= CXCe^jwCt)) (4.4.21)
= (,X’*+£ĉ .. ,

converges to the solution curve (,Xi .

If both A and C are zero then Theorem 4.4 shows that one cuzm/e 

must be parametrised by 9X , and is of the form

ic’C'T-')' Î (4.4.22)
and the other must be parametrised by £ and is of the form

(i) X*C^^ = X -toCl£() ( 4.4. ̂ 5 /



(ii) Deals') = X* .

Newton's method with starting approximation

= oc* (4.4.24)
can be used to obtain the first curve (4.4.22), and Newdon’s method with
starting approximation

(4.4.25)
can be used to obtain the second curve (4.4.23).

Finally we mention that in £ “44_J Keller has given notification 

of similar independent results. These use the idea of (3.2.11) and 

extend (l.l) to an equation from R x X to R x X ,

a) G  I't)  ̂̂
X T , (4.4.26)b) L I - c = o

where and , c is now the independent para
meter and the choice of L S determines which solution-curve is

followed. By introducing the operator J: R x (R x X) —  ̂R x X defined 
by (4.4.26), and considering the equation

T C c , Y = ^  (4.4.27)
this can be analysed in exactly the same way as previously in this 

chapter. We briefly state the results.

Let % L ̂ X be the tangents to the two solution curves

crossing at Y  i.e.

ï\. - <( + (4.4.28)
\ C®»'?') *'4 ( W ^ ’) R=c=o

If we choose L ̂ so that

ti(.^0=‘®-i , (4.4.29)
the Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees this can be done, then using L ̂ 

in (4.4.27) will compute with continuation by c. From now on we



assume we are using L ̂ .

The following statements are now easily verified

a) ) Y  ̂ is a solution of (4.4.27)

b) ^ i s  1-dimensional and spanned by "2.̂ •

c) ^  1° Y ) '̂  is 1-dimensional and spanned by (_0,*\jr*),

d) Tc (,0, Y )  = (rSo) and

Y )  TcC°>Y) = O (4.4.30)
and IE, takes the role of 'V*"

e) Computing (4.1.5) for reduces to calc’ulating

1°)Y ) (4.4.31)
as both Jgg and are zero. However as (4*4.31) is just

t*(i<i*«(.>-*,^'*)+lûxUX’,xp + Gxvl.V,oc*)'^C£î^+®ïO) (4.4.32)
We have A= C = 0 in (4.1.5),and £ = 0 c = 1 and £ = 1 c = 0 give
the solutions.

f) Thus continuation by c gives the 37*, solution-curve.



4.5 Numerical Results

Here and in the next chapter, we shall consider a generalisation 

of a class of problems in Keller 44__/ « These are non-linear boundaiy- 
value problems of the form

a) X " - V " ( . t )  +TT’-\.pC^-<\,WVCt)) =0
, , (4.5.1)b) px (,0) - X  = O

where q, p and V are given functions with V (o) c V(\) - O, ^{p)-0 

and p'’(̂ o) n \  ̂ Thus (4*5.1) has the solution

= (4.5.2)
for arbitrary X . The linearisation of equation (4.3.I), about the 

solution (4.5.2), gives
a) t TT*- X PC = o

(4.5.5)b) x(o) = Oc{\) n O

and 30 the singular points on the solution curve (4.5.2) are at

X= k- ... (4.5.4)

In the example below we have chosen
a)

b) = (4.5.5)
c)

and used Euler-Newton continuation to follow the curve (4.5.2) from 

\= O towards X= 1 , The simplest finite-difference approximation 

was used, cf. (2.8.5), with W-

In Table 1 we show the convergence of our method to the bifurcation 

point after the continuation method had registered the presence of a 
singular point.



Table 1

0.9125522075 O .2 9 I I8 9 I6 2 4

0.9995665259 0.5552859001

0.9991966876 0.5544550979

0.9991970675 0,5544529275

0.9991970675 0.5544529275

0.87 E-1 ■ 0.42 E-1 0,54 E-4

0.57 E-5 0.12 S-2 0.54 E-4

0.58 E-6 0.22 E-c 0.55 E-7

0.67 E-15 0.27 E-15 0.54 E-14

The important constants evaluated at the bifurcation point are

a) A = -0 .4 1 E-2

b) 3 = 0.77 E-2 (4 .5.6)

c) C = 0.20 E-2 .

Because G is non-zero we can use continuation with respect to X 

to follow both curves away from the bifurcation point and some results, 

for the primary curve (4 *5.2) and the curve bifurcating away from it, 

are given in Table 2.



Table 2a : Primary Curve

S\= -0.05 0.5093235337
0.3094402461

0.3094402952

0.3094402952

UïlU j.

0.3595422714
0.3596363202

0.3596362852
0.3596362052

Table 2b : BxiT^cating C'urve

SX: -0.05

\I5 IU

0.5363288624
0.5491598965
0.5484795767

0.5484776727

0.5484776727

SX= 0.05 0,1624069792

0.1692256224
0.1695624284

0.1695651982
0.1695631982
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CHAPTER 5 

I I ‘IP£RFECT EIFTJRGATICN

5.1 Introduction

To illustrate the ideas of this chapter let us first consider 
the following simple example of a bifurcation point

O X . R .  (5.1.1)

Of course is a simple bifurcation point according

to definition 4.1. Now suppose that a perturbation, , is introduced 

so that (5.1.1) becomes

G - ( X , x , A ) =  ( x + X ) ( x . - \ )  +  A =  O  . (5.1.2)

The qualitative behaviour of the solutions of (5.1.2), for small ùi , 

is shown in the following diagram

Fig. 5.1a A < 0 Fig. 5 *10 A,>o

Thus it is clear that bifurcation point may disappear under arbitrary 

small perturbations. The resulting behaviour of the solution curves



is typical: the solution branches of the perturbed problem consist

of perturbed half-branches of the unperturbed problem, precisely which ■ 

joins which being determined by the sign of the perturbation. We also 

note that in Fig. 5.1a the two perturbed solutions cross the x-axis, 

but in Fig, 5.1b there are no solutions for X= O ,but two turning 

points. This situation is reversed if we consider continuation with 

respect to x. Finally we also note that, as O , the perxurbed
solutions tend towards a "comer" at (0,0), making this a singular 
perturbation problem.

If we are seeking the solution of a continuous problem, e.g. an 

integral/differential equation, which has a bifurcation point then, in 

general, the bifurcation point will disappear when the problem is dis

cretized. However, if we are considering bifurcation from the trivial 

solution, as in chapter 2, this will not happen 'because the trivial 

solution will be retained after discretization. Thus our interest in 
imperfect bifurcation is slightly different to that of Reiss We

also show later that simple turning points, as discussed in chapter 5> 

are not destroyed by perturbations.

Using the assumptions and notation of sections 4.1 and 4.2, we 

now consider what happens when the method of section 4*2 is used to 

determine a simple bifurcation point but, because of the presence of 

perturbations, there is no exact bifurcation point. Let (R x X) 

denote the space of twice-continuously differentiable functions 

from R X X to X, which becomes a Banach space under the norm

+ . (5.1.3)
Thus for any element G e (R x X) we may define the mapping 

of (4.2.7), and Fq. is continuously differentiable. The idea of the 

proof of the following theorem comes from an observation of Chow, Hale
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and Mallet-Paret /ll,p.l627.

• Theorem 5.1

If has a simple bifurcation point o c * j e V ,

then 3e.»jti>0 such that, if (je and i)Gr - Gr,i)̂  5 , ,

equation (4.2.7)

P a W ) = 0  (5.1.4)

has a solution y(G*) which is unique in the ball ^ .

The function y(G): C^(R x X) — > Y  ̂ is twice-continuously differentiable ,

Proof

Define the map e : (R x X) xY, —  ̂Y2 by
• (5.1.5)

Since and, by Lemma 4.5, is non-singular,

the implicit function theorem proves the theorem#

The meaning of the above result is that, for sufficiently small 

perturbations, our method of section 4.2 will still cotiveige to a unique 

solution of (5.1.4), but will this solution be a bifurcation point of 

Writing  ̂ we may use the

perturbation result of Kato ^  15 J to show that

have one-dimensional null-spaces spanned by continuous functions 

^(G) and ''(r (Q) respectively, so that (4.1.1.) a) and b) hold. Also

' will be closed, N will remain a complement of , and M(Q)

will be continuous. Finally (4.1.1) d) will hold by definition of F and , 

because - 4AC (see (4.1.7)) is a continuous function of G, it will remain 

positive. Thus would be a simple bifurcation point of G

except for the fact that there is no necessity for (I-T) Q ( \(G), DC (G) ) 

to be zero and so., in general,
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= A  V ^ o (5.1,6)

( V a>s in (4«2.5)) and C^C^))'^0^)) is not even a solution of 
(l.l). However it is clear from the preceding discussion that the function 

&CV,5 c) - A v = 0  (5.1.7)

has a simple bifurcation point at  ̂ . This is the key

idea of this chapter and we call ( X(Gt) ̂ tc an imperfect simple

bifurcation point of (1.1). We emphasise that although the particular 

imperfect bifurcation point determined depends on T, the presence or not of 
a perfect bifurcation point does not,

Equation (5.1.7) motivates us to consider the following problem. 

Changing notation slightly, let ( oc*̂  be a simple bifurcation point 

of (l.l). For small A  , what is the form of the solutions of
H-Av = O (5.1.3)

in the neighbourhood of to* ) ? This question is answered in section

5.2. In section 5.5 we use Newton's method to determine the solutions

and, in section 5*4> the practical problems of dealing with imperfect 

bifurcation points are discussed. Finally, numerical results are given 

in section 5*5.

Perturbed or imperfect bifurcation problems have been analysed 

by several authors, although the dependence of our equations on A  

is particularly simple in comparison. Keener and Keller /”l 8 u s e  

an adaption of Keller’s iterative method, mentioned in section 2,5; 

Matkowsky and Reiss /~22__/ and Reiss [_ 4_7 emphasise that we have a 

singular perturbation problem and use matched asymptotic expansions; 

while Chow, Sale and Mallet-Paret £~llj and Sale /~12_7 compute 

functionals which determine the number of solutions in different regions.
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Finally we return to our earlier comment that sim^e turning points 

are not destroyed by perturbations. This can be. proved exactly as in 

Theorem 5.1» by replacing the function F of (4.2.7) by the F of 

(5.4.3). If the t’urning point is not simple then this result does 

not hold, and the non-simple turning point becomes a cluster of simpler 

turning points in the same way as a multiple eigen-value of a linear 

problem becomes a cluster of simpler eigen-values.

5.2 Solutions of the Perturbed Equations

The determination of the solutions of (5*1.3) is reduced xo the 

consideration of a one-dimensional problem, as in the previous chapters, 

by using the Liapunov-Schmidt method. Thus (4*2.1) becomes

£ , A) = SXv/*-/\MPv+- 0(_U8M + U1)*) , (5.2.1)
and (4.1.5) can be written

f  = A  S>v +  B S X e  + C t ’’+ J>A+ A) , (5.2.2)
where and is twice-continuously differentiable with

A )  = (ltyi + \ t ) ) ^ 0 ( I A l ) + . (5.2.3)

We again see the significance of being non-zero, O ,

which allows us to use the implicit function theorem to solve (5.2.2) 

for in terms of and £

A(SX^e) = -  (A sx'+ B -tC t’*)/!)-V o((isx\+\£0^) . (5.2.4
However we really require the form of the small solutions SX an.dl £ 

for fixed small A  • Thus we wish to solve
A (6 X ,e )  = « « X  (5.2.5)

or | û  (6X,t) d.S,X s O  (5.2.6)
o oX o £

or, to write it in the usual form,

a) ^ P ( S X , e )
(5.2.7)

b)
die



where t is a parameter, g) and Q.(̂ V, Qr — (feV>.&)

The formulation (5.2.7) shows that we have a plane autonomous system 

to analyse and, because this topic is treated extensively in many 

books on ordinary differential equations (e.g. Coddington and 

Levinson ijt Eure wicz /”l3_/» Friec^ichs ), we merely

sketch the ideas pertinent to our needs.

Both P and Q, are zero at the origin and so is a

singular point of (5.2.7). The behaviour of the solutions near (o^o)

is governed by the matrix K
/ If

I ^  (0,0) ^  (.0,0)
\ o ^ E.

£_A(o,o) f A  (p,o)
^ 'b€‘

— ̂  ~ ̂ ̂  (o, (5.2.8)

3

6 — Xc\J .
The determinant of K , — (6 ^ - 4 A C ) / , is non-zero by (4.1.7)» and so (P ,o ) 

an isolated singular point of (5.2.7). The eigen-values XL of K 
are real and of opposite sign with

X  % - ~ - (.B^- 4 A . (5.2.9)

Thus the behaviour of the solutions of (5*2.7) near (0,0) is of 

“saddle-point” type, as depicted in Fig. 5*2.

Fig, 5.2 Solution Curve of (5.2.5) for different values of A  .
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The two lines passing through the origin represent the solutions 
for A  = O ,.i.e. .perfect bifurcation considered in the previous •. 

chapter. Their slopes at (0,0) are given by the ratios of the 

components of the eigen-vectorscorresponding to Xv ,
a) /ZC o'r 2 *̂>'r X*
b) .T Ift/C-î-CB'-VAt)"-) (.T X^,(5.2.10)

It can be seen that this agrees with the results of section 4.1.

Having obtained a knowledge of the qualitative behaviour of the 

solumion-curves we can calculate them in terms of and £ and,

as in section 4.1 ̂we consider the three cases f\-o , C # O and f\=c = o 
separately.

5.2.1

In this case, as shown in Theorem 4*5» the solutions of the un
perturbed problem may be developed in terms of ,

OtCCtX) = -V C w') +o(VSV\) (5.2.11)
where the are given by (4.1.8). Also &*(.V’+&>>,»•*(SX))
exists for small non-zero 'sV and

\\Gr,,(\Vsx,3c ‘(.%\))''ll 0(U\r'). (5.2.12)
Thus we may use the implicit function theorem to develop perturbed 
solutions in A  about ^ X * %X , but as \SX\“^0 the

region of existence of these perturbed solutions also shrinks to zero 

(in fact A  must be O (^V^XV’') ), Thus^for any fixed A  ̂ we can

not obtain solutions near 1S\\=0 . The behaviour of the solutions 

here is governed by  ̂ as can be seen by solving the pair

of equations
a) f = o

, ,  ̂ (5.2.15)b) ^ ( S X , 1 , A )  = 0
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which determine the singular solutions of(5.2.2)when we are parametrising 
■ £ by and A  . (5*2.13b) can be written

^  C £ + B S \  +  A )  = O , (5,2.14)

and,as C f 0,the implicit function theorem gives a unique solution 

A) of the form
£e(^S\,A) = - B + 0(1 A\) 4- o . (5.2.15)

Inserting this expression into (5.2.15a) gives
A 3  - (3^-4 AC) -h o(i6X^ + |Al) m O  (5.2.16)

and,as 4 AC > O by (4*1.7)» the significance of is

clear. If A C ^ < 0  then (5.2.16) has no small solutions, while if AC^>0
there are two solutions

S>f(A')= ±;^4 A C 3/(g’--4Ac)^^ 4- o(̂ lA\*-j (5.2.17)

Thus if A C 3 < 0  the solution curves can be extended across

the x-axis and (5.2.2) has two solutions for SX=o
-- + o ( \ A ^ ) .  (5.2.18)

Using (5.2.1) this extends to the solutions
^L(.A) = DC +£-̂ .(A)j6 •+ W  (̂O, t ̂(A) , (5,2.19)

%  -t (jl)'' (^-AD/c) ̂  j6* + o (^\A\

of (5*1.8). However, if AC3>0,Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret 
/~11, S 8_y have shown that, for sufficiently small \A\ no small 

solutions of (5.2.2) exist for S\(a)< <^)^(A) , SX (4) given by

(5.2.17). This follows from the fact that
f (SX5 £e(^SX,a)^ A)z A3-(B-4Ac)<i>x74C t o(̂ l‘̂X\"‘+\Al) (5.2.20)

and so is the same sign as C; but
(^X, € , A^ = X C C S X ,  €,A^ (5.2.21)

shows that (^%X^A)^A) is a maximum, if C<0, or a minimum,

if C >0, for f over £ with fixed £X and A  • Hence no solutions 

of (5.2.2) will exist between the SX -values given by (5.2.17).
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For fixed A  it is easy to see that (A)̂   ̂ (A),A)j are

simple turning points with respect to S\ of (5,2.2),because

+ °C'A|^q (5.2.22)

means that condition (3.1.Id) is satisfied and (5.2,21) shows that 
(3.3.8) holds. This implies that (^\^(A) ̂ where

a) X*(A)-- X*+Î.X*(A)
b) x*(A)=: X*+eeCSX\A),A)^*+w(S\\d),^(SX*(û),û),/^) (5.2.23)

are simple turning points of (5.1.3), which can also be proved by 

straight-forward verification. For, by definition,

(5.2.24)
is in the null-space of (3r̂ X!*"(A)̂ oc*(A)) and so, from the pertur

bation results of Kato, (3.1.1) a), b) and c) hold. Additionally 

^  t t̂') 5 Ĉ ')) contains an element of the form.
=Ÿ*->-yrCA) d-^')V(^) = ® (5.2.25)

+ o(|A\'0

and thus
= (5.2.26)

and (3.1.Id) holds. Finally (3*3.8) follows immediately from C ^ O  .

5.2.2.

In this case a similair analysis to section (5.2.1) can be 

carried out. By Theorem 4*5 the unperturbed solutions can be developed 

in terms of £

a) (£) - Xv + -''o(̂ Û )

b) X *  CO = DC* + t [,<P* ̂  + .O'-') 
where the are given by (4.1.18), and

regarded as an operator from R x N to X, is non-singular for small 

non-zero €. , with.
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.-V,
ii = o(\tr'). (5.2.28)

Perturbed solutions in A  may be developed about ,

but only for A  - . Near £ = o the form of the solutions
depends on the singular points given by

&) i  ̂ ^
b) ài = O  . (b.2.29;

Solving (5.2.29b) gives
S X , U , Û ) =  - B ./2A +0(lA\) + o(U0 (5.,.30)

and, inserting this into (5.2.29a), we obtain
= o . (5.2.51)

If A AJ)<0, (5.2.51) has no small solutions, while if AAJ>>o 
there are two solutions

e(.A)=±iA-ÛR3>/(3’-4.ftc)Y*-+ o(.iûl''0. (5.2.32)
Thus, for AfllXOj (5.2.2) has two solutions for E = o , namely

^x;(A)= + (5.2.33)
which extend to solutions

a) Xp (a ) - -V- ̂ X'cC^)
b) X. {.A)z x*i- w(t,\aA),0,A'). (5.2.34)

However for AA3)>o there are no solutions for £~ < £ <. ,

and (.S\£Q€.*CA),A') j are simple turning points with respect

to £ of (5.2.2), This implies that , given by
a) ^C^) = V +
b) x*C^) = b c * + e*CA)^» + w(t\,(t*(û),A),e*(A),A); (5.2.35)

are simple turning points of (5.1.8) with respect to £ . However 

we must remember that this means they are simple turning points of 

the operator H: Rx(R x N) —  ̂X given by

H (t, = &(.X, x*+ w) (5.2.36)
where • Tben, by definition,

'} =(',  ^^(.SXeie(A),A),eiA)^A)j (5.2.37)
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is an element of the null-space of

and conditions (5.1.1) quickly follow from perturbation results.

5*2,5 A = C = 0

In this case it follows from Theorem 4.4 that one of the unperturbed 
solutions can be parametrised by  ̂and written

Dc*(sv)= t w* -e o(^K\\) ̂  (5,2.58)

and the other by £ j and 'written
a) C^)“ ^

b) Dct Ĉ ) =  ̂ o {} t\) .
(5.2.59)

Fezrc'orbed solutions may be developed about 9ef (̂ £\) for A - O ^ l ^ W ^ ’J 

and about C'̂ 'l Ĉ ) j f o%" A  = O  Hear (0 ,0) the behaviour
of the solutions depends on 5<̂n . If this is negative then two

small solutions of (5.d.2) with exist, namely
£. (A) = SX, (a) = -+ . (lAiy (5-2.40)

and these extend to solutions
a) XI (A) =, X* + 'Ô X ; (Aj

(5-2.41)
b) X-, (.A) z X * +  t-yA) + w(&x-,(A), e y A ) , A )  .

If ÛBT is positive then two small solutions with £=-S\ exist
èb(.A) % - ‘b\i(A) = t‘\)''(3>A/3)‘̂  ̂+  o (5 ,2.42)

and these extend in the same way as (5.2.41).

5.5 Newton's Method at Imperfect Bifurcation Points

In this section we assume that we already have an imperfect 

bifurcation point x*) and now we wish to move onto the near-by

solution curves. As usual we apply Corollary 2.4 with starting values 

obtained from section 5.2.



First let us consider the. case C^O . If both 1S\1 and 

■ are sufficiently small then
'p-,(£X,A) + + (5.3.1)

exist and we can use this starting value instead of pi(£\)in (4.4,0),

Theorem 5.2.

There exists K >0 such that for fixed S\ ̂ sufficiently

small, and fixed A.  ̂1A\< K I£>.̂1*", the Newton iteration
X"*'(s\) = X"C%\)- G r , . ,x > ' + A V ^ 3 .3 .2)

wixn sxarxing aonroxamation
3C»+ SX(pi.C%\,A)^*- + w*) , (5.3.3)

converges to the solution-curves of (5.1.8).

Proof

(5.3.4)

We define T(l̂ >̂ \,5c)rQr +Av and verify the conditions
of Corollary 2,4.

(.X*,X») + sx^QxxextX*)
+ (,v*, >U*) ,A) W ») i- L, C%V, 4^

where L i(SV,A)— » O as %X-> O with IA\ < As
, 3t‘) 4  + CrxxCX*, x*)(.v,(,4X,h.) ÿV W») (5.3.3)
= Zy,(.t\,A)C+3

is non-zero from (5.3.1), we may use Lemma 2.1 and the Banach 

perturbation theorem to show that  ̂ exists for

sufficiently small non-zero S\ and
a) llT*(l^X\,x*(SX))''ll = o(\5xr'),

but b) W ' ^ 0 )
when restricted to •

Gr(.V*f9\,x°CSX)) + A v  (5.3.7)



= (.X*, x*)Cpi,(S\,A)^* +w*Y +yxxCX*,X*)
■ + ze,,y(,xbx*Xf,Ct\,A)p*+v,') t ̂  v y  + . Cttx̂ ).

and so WTC'^’XV, \\ = OC''»Xl‘), (5.3.8)
but by definition of 7^

\ C.T QS\i ̂ I = O (^i^W ) . , 7 ̂

Combining (5.3.6), (5.3.3) and (5.3.9) gives 
l\Tx(.l<i.v\,oc-(.î.y))-'T(,\tM,x*Cib))\l & ,̂ (.t\) = o(.\4Xi) . (5.3.10)

As in Theorem 4.7 for Wi-v.-x"(,£k)(\ < I i -
) x"(̂'c>Vs)) \\L\\2.,-£-».U ' (5,3,11)

where L = 0(̂ \£Vv\ ') . Thus

L  (.sv) = o (,\) (,5.3.12)
and the theorem is proved «

Now we consider what to do when 1A\ is not' sufficiently small 

for Theorem 5*2 to hold. In this case we simply determine particular 

points on the solution curves, according to the sign of AC3>.

If AC3><o we know that the solution curves cross the x-axis 

and so S\ is set to zero and we compute (5.2,19).

Theorem 5.3

For fixed A  ̂ \A\ sufficiently small and AC3)<o , the Newton 
iteration

x""CA) = x*'(A)-(i«(>r,oc'(A)yYGtCv*,x''(A'))vAv‘̂ , (5.3.13)

with starting approximation
X" (A) = x*±(-^3)/c)'^^*, (5.3.14)

will converge to the solutions (5.2.19).
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Proof

As usual we verify the conditions of Corollary 2.4 with

T ( . \ A \  , x )  = G t C v y x )  + A v  ( 5 . 3 . 1 5 )

and, because C^O , Leinna 2.1 and the Banach perturbation theorem 
give

H T . ( . I a \ , x - C a ) ) - ' ^ |  ( 3 . 3. 16)

but, if restricted to ,
\ \ T x ( . \ A \ , x *(,a ) ) - ' h = 0 ( .> )  . ( 5 . 3 . 1 7 )

T(\A\,x*(a))= ( . -A î> /c )<5„ ( , v t x * ) ÿ ’ ÿ ’' + A v +,(\a \) (5.5.13)
and so

\ \ T  ( \ A \ ,  x * ( ^ ) )  11 =• O C \ A \ )  ( 5 . 5. 1g)

but lY%TC\A\,x"(.A))l = .(̂ \A\). (5.3.20)

Combining (5.5*16), (5.5.17), (5.3.I9) and (5.3*20), we obtain
W T p c ( \ A \ ^ o c \ û k ) )  ' T ( , I A \  ^ * ^ (A )  = o ( l A r '7  . ( 5 . 3 . 2 1 )

As in previous theorems
\ \ T x U ^ \ , 3C % A ) )  lUL(lAl) (5.5.22)

for \\£E-..-x'’(,A)\\ c Zŷ (A) ;=1,Z with L 0 A\) = and so

v^(^A) L  (A) - #

If flC3>>0 then each solution curve has a simple turning point

(5.2.25), and it is these that we compute. Naturally we use the method

of section 5*4 for this, with F : R xY—  ̂Y defined by (5.4.3)
with Gf(̂Vv,-x) + A V = O in (5*4.1a). The obvious choice for L in 

(5.4*lc) is L*" of (4.2.1). In the following theorem we freely use 

the notation of section 3.4 .



Theorem 5»4

If G-ocx. and Gr*,y possess uniform Lipschitz constants in a 
neighbourhood of (V*, oc*) then for fixed A  , lA\ sufficiently small 
and Ac]) > o , the Newton iteration

(5.3.23)
with starting approximation î given by

a) = V* +
b) x*+ (^w*— 3^*/Zc^S\(^)

and "̂(4) an element of the null-space of the smallest eigen-value 
of  ̂ j normalised so that \  ̂ will

converge quadratically to the simple ruming points of (5.1.3) given by 
(5.2.23).

Proof

We apply Corollary 2.4 with T0^'»^)= The elements
spanning the null-spaces of and , with

= (̂ V*, x*j </>*) , are easily calculated to be 
where

a) X = \
b) DC = V/*-B^*/lc (5.3.25)

c) C {  M  ;(*-

and 'Y'* - respectively.

Looking at (̂ \A\̂  v̂ *(A)̂  we have
a) Q« (\%A'),x%A)) t &U>'*(û),xnû.)) = e,*Ct "-Ht

+ o(|A|'̂ 7 (5.5.26)



b) û.(.V‘(,A),x*CA')) (A) +6.\CV(A),x%A))ÿ-(A)
. = v.G,„C\*,x')^*+G..xC\%x')^* +p(tAt'y ,

Because '
t*(Z<ix>-C\',=̂ ’)(.W-Ŝ */2c) + (ixxW’‘*X-*-5pVic)UG^yx*,x*)) (5.3.27)

= — ( 3^- 4- A c )/z c ^ O

we can apply Lemma 2,1 and the Banach perturbation theorem to show that 

Tv̂ (̂ l̂ \, exists, for sufficiently small non-zero \̂ \ , and
llT^O^l.yCAlV'U = 0(.IAb-) (5.3.28)

but, when restricted to , ŷ)  ̂ such that x é

II YWT'll = O O )  . (5.3.29)

Now we look at T(1a \̂  u “(û )̂ which can be written
a) GrC\'’(A),x«(A))+Av ={&^(K*x*) + etx(.V,x*)(_w*-î,*/zc)'̂ Ç,V(A)
+ AV + %\{4- (■>•',».x(.X* X*)(w*-B^’/ic) + 4..(X*,x*)(w*-3,Vic)q *.(</")

b) G,*(.V(a ),x -(a ))̂ «(a ) = o (5.3.30)
o) L*Cf(A))_( = o .

Because
A3 +A Ÿ*̂ <%x>(,V,x’) tZ(X*,x')(w*-3ÿ'/zc) + 4.» :c')(w'_3f'/2c)̂ ^

=. A Î  - fe\(A)''(_B*-9-Rc)/lt.C = 0 , (5.3.31)

by definition of ,
WT(xIA\,vj,'>(A))\\ X 0(lA\) (5.3.32)

but • (5.3.33)
Thus combining (5.3.28), (5.3.29). (5.3.32) and (5.3.33), we have

\\T.̂ 0̂ ','V(-'=‘h"T0AV,V(A))\\4 v^(A): (5.3.34)

The smoothness of G gives the usual Lipschitz condition

tlTv̂  ^ (5.3.55)
for ^ ̂\Ĉ ) v-hijWith L(^)= , Thus

L (A) - o (̂\) and the theorem is proved #
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?or F\p O very similar theorems can be proved about the function 

E; R X (R X N) — » X, defined by

H X* + £ w) (5.3.56)
and so we just state them without proof. The analogue to (5.3.1) is

<(i,U,A') = {-îH-odî‘-‘vRtc+Ai>/ê‘))'''-yzR (5.3.37)

and the following is the analogue to theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.5

There exists K>o such that for fixed £ , \e.\ sufficiently 
small, and fixed A  , 4 K\tV^  ̂ the Newton iteration

= ■a" (.«•)- H i C t . z V O y Y H C t j a ' C t ) )  V A v ^  , ( 5 . 3 . 3 8 )

with starting approximation
£“(.«•) = (V’+-\,ltî,A)î,<^;(.t,A)zw*) , (5.3.39)

will converge to the solution curves of (5.1.3) .

For larger \A\ the point on the solution curves, which we

shall determine, depends on For there are

solutions with £=o given by (5.2.34), and the following theorem 

computes them.

Theorem 5.6

For fixed A  , \Zi\ sufficiently small and A  A3 <. o , the Newton 

iteration
= a''(A)- + , (5.3.40)

with starting approximation
Z»(,a)HV±(-A3/a)'^,±C-a3/a)''"w') , (5.3.41)

will converge to the solutions given by (5.2.34),
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I'or A  R3> > O we shall détermine the two simple turning points 

-of t ) - o given by (5.2.35). ' ‘Thus, in the following'theorem, ?

of (3.4.5) uses + in its definition (5.4.1), instead of G.

Theorem 5.7

If and Hit satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition in a
neighbourhood of (£,^)= then for fixed A ,  \^\

sufficiently small and A  A3 > O , the Newton iteration

f" 14 = , Y ))"' F ; (5.3.42)
with starting approximation  ̂ where

a) £°(A-)= ±C4-Afl3)/(B^-4RC)Y^
O, X , X (5.3.43)b) -z (A ) - (.x,w)

and is the element of the null-space of the smallest eigen

value of normalised so that its \ -component

is unity; will converge ro the two simple turning points given by

(5.2.35).

For A ~ C = 0, and 1̂ \ sufficiently small in relation to | 

and lei*" , we state a theorem similar to Theorems 5.2 and 5.5. Now, 

however, both parametrisation by S \  and £ must be used.

Theorem 5.6

There exists K>0 such that for fixed sufficiently

small, and fixed A  , \̂ \ < K i , the Newton iteration

x r" (A \ )=oC '(_ ‘o \ )  - & , . ( \ W t > \ , x ’' ( ix ) ) ' ' |G t ( V ’‘ i - S X ,x ,y ' iX ' i ) i - A v } ,  ( 5 . 3 . 44)

with starting approximation

x ° ( . s x ) r  oc‘ - A I > ^ y B S X  + S X w *  , ( 5 . 3 . 4 5 )
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converges to the solutions of (5*1.8) which are perturbations of 

(5’.2.5.8); while for fixed. £ , sufficiently.small, and-fixed
A  , <. K j the Newton iteration

+ A v ^  , (5.3.45)
with starting approximation

- ( V* - A3/Be, - A 3 w 73£) , (5.5.47)

converges to_the solutions of (5.1.8) which are perturbations of 

(5.2.59).

If is not sufficiently small to allow us to use Theorem 5.3,

we may compute points near to the solutions given by (5.2.41). Of 

course we cannot determine these exact points but what is important is 
getting onto the appropriate solution curve.

Theorem 5.9

For fixed \A\ sufficiently small, the Newton iteration
bx:’”-'CAy x-'CA)) + A , (5.5.48)

with starting approximation
Dc'CAybc’T W* , (5.3.49)

converges to a point on the solution curves near (5.2.41) .

Finally we mention that the ideas of this section can also be 

applied to Keller's formulation, briefly reviewed at the end of section 

4.4.

5.4 Implementation in

In this section we discuss the procedure to be followed when 

dealing with an imperfect bifurcation point and the practical problems
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01 moving onto a nearby solution-curve.

As was shown in section 5*1, we use the method of section 4.2 to 

compute a simple biffurcation point, and only afterwards decide whether 

it is imperfect or not. Thus, following the implementation details of 

section 4*5, we choose V,' — t 2.nd arrive at
a) Gr C 2^) = A  e k

b) Gr«C.V,Dt*)£* = O (5.4.1)

Thus the operator

(5*4*2)
has a simple bifurcation point at cc*) and we are dealing with
the operator

^  ^ . (5*4*5)
Having obtained (5.4*1) we can compute A, B and C of (4*1.5), either 

directly or using the approximations (3.5*20), and D= * .

Now depending on the size of 1A\ we have three choices. If l̂\

is very small, e.g. the size of the round-off error, we may ignore it

and regard tc*) as a perfect bifurcation point. Then section

4.4 can be used to move along the solution-curves. For larger \A\ , 

and depending on the size of the or E increment taken, we may 

incorporate a A  factor into our starting values, as in Theorems 

5.2, 5*5 and 5.8. If lA\ is too large for suitable choice of OT £ ̂ 
our procedure depends on whether other singular points are present or 

not,

If C is non-zero and we are using continuation with respect to X j 

then is the important variable. If A C < 0  then both the

perturbed solution curves cross the x-axis and we can set X=X* and



compute either of these points using Theorem 5*3* We can then continue 
normally with -X * If ^  Ç >0 then each perturbed solution curve has 

a simple turning point with respect to \  and both can be computed usin; 

Theorem 5.4. We can then move along either of the branches emanating 

from the turning point by the method of section 5.°.

Exactly the same procedure is used if A is non-zero and A A 

positive or negative; except that in this case we compute points with 

t-o using Theorem 5.o, or simple turning points with respect to Ç. 

using Theorem 5.7, and then continue with & »

If A and C are both zero, then determines our plan.
With A3 < O the two solution-curves both cross the line E = 

while if A3>o they cross the line € = . In either case Theorem

5.9 allows us to compute nearby points on these curves. However, 

after having computed one of these points, we must be careful of which 

parameter is then used to move away along the solution curve. This is 

because the solution-curves of the perturbed problem consist of perturbed 

^ - curves of the non-perturbed problem, and one of these can only be 

parametrised by and the other only by £ . Thus we should continue

with in one direction and £ in the other direction, according

to the following table, where X* is the X -component of the solution 
computed from Theorem 5.9»

X"-X*>o

>0 SX >0 
t <0

0
e >0

€.>0
SX>o <0

5.3
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5«5 Numerical Results

Our examples come from the class of equations defined in section

4.5 hut now we chose different functions V(t) in (4.5.5a). The choice 

there meant that perfect bifurcation was retained after discretization because 

our finite-difference approximation is exact upto cubics.

Examnle 1

■ Ve take V(t) = t(l-t) exp(t) and ii = l/52. Table 1 shows the 

convergence to the imperfect bifurcation point.

X

Table 1

N I L

1.001118066 1.018515805

0.9985090522 1.069035073

0.9988566088 1.068964652

0 .9988569353  1 .068986793

0 .9988569353 1 .068964793

0.26 E-2 0.52 2-1 0.34 E-2

0.35 E-3 0.16 2-3 0.57 E-4

0.13 E-6 0.14 E-6 0.19 2-7

0.12 E-14 0.60 E-14 0.91 2-15

The values of A, B, C, D and A  at the imperfect bifurcation 

point are

a) A = -0.10 2-1 b) B = 0.32 2-2

c) C = 0.20 E-2 d) D = 0.25 (5.5.1)

e ) A  - —0.20 2—4



For this example the solution curves in the neighbourhood of the 

imperfect bifurcation po-iht were- .computed as for perfect bifurcation, 

but with starting-values modified to include a A  -term. was

taken to be 0,05 and xhe resulxs are given in Table 2.

Table 2a : Fert̂ urbed Frimarv Cur;e

SX = -0.05 0.9788997775
0.9792577417

O.979258I779

0.9792581779

"bXz 0.05 1.159055507
1.159519640

1.159519555

1.159519555

Example 2

Table 2b ; Perturbed Bifurcating Curve

s X — —0.05 1.250989106

1.244211275
1.245550007

1.245548548
1.245548548

SX= 0.05 0.9091081558

0.9197494264

0.9202292451
0.9202502142

0.9202502142

We again choose V(t) = t(l-t) exp(t) but this time with h=l/l2. 

The convergence to the imperfect bifurcation point is shown in Table 5*
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X
Table 3

0.9996812334 0.5677721432

0.9889976358 0.6506869975

0.9919090932 0.6505294821

0.9919170361 0.6505552767

0.9919170361 0.6505352767

0.11 E-l 0.85 E-1 0.61 ts-cl

0.29 E-2 0.71 E-5 0.50 E-5

0.79 E-5 0.59 E-5 0.75 E-6

0.52 E-11 0.17 S-10 0.18 E-11

The-values of the important constants at the imperfect bifurcation 
point are

a) A = -0.44 E-l b) 3= 0.25 E-l

c) C = 0.24 E-l d) D = 0.41 (5.5.2)

e) -0.38 E-3
Because ACB<0 the solution curves cross the line \ = and these 

two points are calculated in Table 4.

Table 4

"% IL ll%IL

0.5715033389
0.5715601664

0.5715606072

0.5715606072

0.7299422333
0.7299972486

0.7299967946

0.7299967946
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Example 3

Ve again take h = l/l2 but this time with V(t)= t(l-t) cos(t). 
Table 5 shows the computation of the imperfect bifurcation point.

acie

X

0.9548653267 0.3495150408

0.9940647300 0.3283133584

0.9954829204 0.3286037934

0.9954831962 0.3286041107

0.39 E-l 0.22 S-1 0.24 2-2

0.14 E-2 0.34 S-3 0.95 E-4

0.28 E-( 0,33 E-6 0.56 E-7

0.27 E-l3 0.16 E-13 0.11 E-13
0.9954831962 0.3286041107

The values of A, B, G, 3 and A are

a) A - —0.28 E—1

c) C = 0.24 E-l

e) A =  0.19 E-3

and thus ACB > 0 and there is a sltmple turning point on each solution
curve. These are computed in Table 6.

b) B = 0.45 E-l
d) B = 0.41 (5.5.3)
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\
Table 6 a

Jixn, ■ isxi

0.95785064:2 0.56=3154226

c . 9570643827 0.3670525764

O.957O4O8O28 0.3670787005

O.957O4O8IO5 0.3670786933

0.76 E-3 0.15 E-2 0.35

0.24 E-l

0.77 E-3 0.73 E-3 0.69 3-9

C.53 z-1] 0.94 E-15 0,79 3-16

X
Table 6 b

1.034662201 0.2948934704

1.035395168 0.2933292895

1.035420487 0.2933057173

1.035420480 0.2933057244

I.O3542048O 0.2933057244

0.73 E-3 0.16 E-2 0.35 E-2

0.25 E-4 0.24 E-4 0.29

0.75 E-3 0.72 E-8 0.68 S-9

0.73 E-15 0.68 E-15 0.52 S-16

The values of the important constants (X*, x* ) and
^ GK-%)c (_ X at these two points are respectively 

a) 0.40 E-2 and 0.45 E-l

d) -0.57 E-2 (5.5.4)ana 0.49 E-l .
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